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Abstract 

Colloidal processing is an effective and reliable approach in the fabrication of the 

advanced ceramic products. Successful colloidal processing of fine ceramic powders requires 

accurate control of the rheological. properties. The accurate control relies on the 

understanding the influences of various colloidal parameters on the rheological properties. 

Almost all research done on the rheology paid less attention to the interactions of particle 

and solvent. However, the interactions of the particles are usually built up through the media 

in which the particles are suspended. Therefore, interactions of the particle with the media, 

the adsorbed layers on the particle surface, and chemical and physical properties of media 

themselves must influence the rheology of the suspension, especially for the dense 

suspensions containing nanosized particles. Relatively little research work has been reported 

in this area. 

This thesis addresses the rheological properties of nanometric alumina aqueous 

suspensions, and paying more attention to the interactions between particle and solvent, 

which in turn influence the particle-particle interactions. Dense nanometric alumina aqueous 

suspensions with low viscosity were achieved by environmentally-benign fructose additives. 

The rheology of nanometric alumina aqueous suspensions and its variation with the 

particle volume fraction and concentration of fructose were explored by rheometry. The 

adsorptions of solute (fructose) and solvent (water) on the nanometric alumina particle 

surfaces were measured and analyzed by TG/DSC, TOC, and NMR techniques. The mobility 

of water molecules in the suspensions and its variation with particle volume fractions and 

fructose additive were determined by the 0 NMR relaxation method. The interactions 

between the nanometric alumina particles in water and fructose solutions were investigated 

by AFM. 

17 

The results indicated that a large number of water layers were physically bound on the 

particles’ surfaces in the aqueous suspension. The viscosity of the suspension increases 

dramatically when the solid volume fraction exceeds 30 vol.%. The overlap of physically 

adsorbed water layers at this level causes the sharp increase in viscosity. Fructose molecules 

can weaken the interactions between the particle surfaces and water molecules, as a 

consequence, they release some bound water layers from the surfaces to the bulk medium. It 
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is believed that fraction of the water that is bound by the solid surface is reduced hence 

becoming available for flow. The oxygen- I7 relaxation time decreased with the increase of 

particle volume fractions in the suspension. Fructose addition increased the overaIl water 

mobility in the suspension. Only part of the aIumina particle surfaces was covered with 

fructose molecules. This adsorption of fructose molecules on the particle surfaces increased 

the pH of the suspension with a concomitant decrease in <-potential of the alumina 

nanoparticles. The interactions between the nanometric alumina particles in water to a large 

extent can be explained by the DLVO theory. However, the interactions between particles in 

fructose solutions cannot be well described by the DLVO theory. The interaction forces 

(magnitude and range) as we11 as adhesive force and surface tension between nanometric 

alumina particles were decreased with the fructose concentration. 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

Thesis Organization 

This thesis adopts a journal paper format described in the Graduate College Thesis 

Manual, such that each paper or manuscript will appear as a separate chapter. In addition, a 

general introduction is given in this, the first chapter, and an overall conclusion is included as 

the last chapter of the thesis. The First paper, Chapter 2, which has been submitted to the 

Journal of the American Ceramic Society, is in the review process (Manuscript Number: 

JACS-10513) and titled “Role of Bound water on the Viscosity of Nanometric Alumina 

Suspension”. The viscosity of aqueous nanometric alumina suspensions with various solid 

volume fraction and fructose concentrations was examined in this paper. The adsorbed water 

layer on the particle surfaces with and without fructose was measured through the fieezing 

behavior of water in the suspensions, and the effect of this layer on the rheology was 

discussed in this paper. Chapter 3, “Relationship between Water Mobility and Rheological 

Behavior of Nanometric Alumina Aqueous Suspension”, will be submitted to Journal of the 

American Ceramic Society. This paper studied the changes in mobility of water molecules in 

the suspensions with and without fructose and how the mobility related with the viscosity. 

Chapter 4, “Interactions between Nanometric Alumina Particles in Fructose Solutions,” 

discusses the interparticle forces between nanoparticles in water and fructose solution using 

colloidal probe atomic force microscopy and relates the experimental findings to the well- 

known DLVO theory. 

Note that although all three manuscripts are largely the work of this author, Dr. Mufit 

Akinc (major professor) has made significant contributions throughout the study and appears 

as co-author on these papers. Drs. C. Schilling, J. Wiench, M. Pruski, and 3. Anderegg have 

made contributions to some parts of these papers and appear as co-authors on one of these 

papers. 
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1.1 Background 

1.1.1 The Reliability of Ceramics and Colloidal Route 

Among the various powder-processing techniques, coIloidal processing has been well- 

recognized as one of the common approaches in the fabrication of advanced ceramics 

primarily because it offers such advantages as low cost and more reliable properties in the 

resulting ceramic products [1,2], which are difficult to achieve through the use of other 

alternatives, e.g., dry-pressing. In colloidal processing, a number of liquids were used as 

carrier media, and among them, water has always been preferred simply because 

environmental concerns have become an increasingly important issue. In powder processing 

via colloidal processing, a stable suspension with high solids content and with appropriate 

rheological properties is needed. Moreover, it may be of interest to hrther realize the 

rheological properties of highly concentrated aqueous suspensions with nano-size powders, 

since many applications need the components forming from nanoparticles. In general, an 

increase in solids content and a decrease in particle size result in increase in the suspension 

viscosity and give rise to a high yield value [3-51. This would make green shape processing, 

such as slip or tape casting, more difficult. 

Experience indicates that the higher the green density, the less the shrinkage during 

drying, debinding and sintering, and in consequence, the easier it is to sinter reliable, crack- 

free parts. Unfortunately, the green density is often limited by the low concentrations of solid 

needed to maintain acceptable flow properties during shape forming. For example, 

suspensions that are used for extrusion, injection molding, or ram pressing, must contain 

large concentrations (up to 60 to 70 vol.%) of carrier liquids in order to maintain acceptable 

flow characteristics [6,7J. Costly trial-and-error methods are typically used to find the right 

suspension composition that wiIl maintain fluidity/plasticity while keeping the solids 

concentration as high as possible. A schematic picture (Figure 1) shows the objective of these 

efforts. 

Successful colloidal processing of fine ceramic powders requires on accurate control of 

the rheological behavior of the suspension. The accurate control in turn, relies on the 
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understanding of the influences of various colloidal interactions on the rheological properties. 

A better science base is needed to elucidate how the chemistry and physics of the solid-liquid 

interface controls interparticle interaction, agglomeration, and the rheology of ceramic 

particle suspensions. 

Sotid Loading 

Fig. 1 Increasing solid loading in suspension but 
keeping the viscosity at a low Ievel. 

1.1.2 Previous work 

Schilling and co-workers [8-101 in Ames Lab developed an environmentally- benign 

gelcasting method to form ceramics by using polysaccharides. It shows that polysaccharides 

can be added to reduce viscosity and in turn provide highly dense suspensions of micron- 

sized oxide particles. They performed rheological measurements to show that a range of 

dextrin and maltodextrin molecular-weights produce a similar, dramatic reduction in 

viscosity of aqueous systems of alumina (as shown in Fig. 2). The authors performed 

electrokinetic and sorption-isotherm experiments to demonstrate that short-range, steric 

repulsion forces are responsible for significant reductions in the viscosity of aqueous 

suspensions of micron-sized, a-Al203 powder upon the addition of maltodextrin. They 

subsequently evaluated whether the same approach can be used to form highly dense, low- 

viscosity, aqueous suspensions of aluminum oxide nanoparticles [l 1, 121. A key result of 

these experiments is that the polysaccharide molecular weight must be below a certain limit 
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in order to produce a reduction in viscosity. For example, Figure 3 illustrates that sugar 

alcohols, pentoses, and some hexoses are effective in reducing the suspension viscosity. 

Although different molecules have varying degree of influence on the rheology in the 

suspensions, in general, they reduce the viscosity of the suspension, especially mono- 

saccharides like fructose. Therefore, it seems possible to achieve high solids loadings for 

nanometric particle slurries by adding mono- or di- saccharides. On the contrary, excessively 

high viscosities were obtained after adding longer polysaccharide molecules to aqueous 

suspensions of nanometric alumina. 

The mechanism of saccharide addition on rheology of suspensions is unknown. Mono- 

and di-saccharides are neither electrolytes nor polymers. Therefore, not much electrostatic 

forces and steric repulsion forces can be induced by adding them in the suspensions. The 

question is how do they reduce the viscosity of the suspension so dramatically? This research 

was set up in order to answer this question. 

. .  . . - .  . 

35 

30 

25 

20 

- no maltodextr in - 0.03 g maltodextr in 040/g alumina 

I .O 

0.5 

0.0 
0 100 200 300 400 500 

Shear rate [s-’3 

Fig. 2 Effect of Maltodextrin M040 (AMW: 3,600 Dalton) on rheology 
of the 30 vola% suspension of microsized alumina particles 
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Fig. 3 Effect of 5 wt.% different saccharides on the rheology of 30 vol.% 
suspensions of nanometric alumina particles. 

1.1.3 Application of the dense nanometric particle aqueous suspensions with low 

viscosity 

Ability to increase the soIid fraction of the suspension while maintaining flowability 

provides numerous advantages in coIloidal processing of ceramics. These dense suspensions 

under appropriate processing conditions lead to reliable, defect-free components. 

Figure 4 shows two different yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) films that were fabricated by 

spray-coating an aqueous suspension of nanometric powder onto a porous substrate of (La, 

Sr)Mn03. Both films were sintered to 1000 "C in air. Notice the extensive cracking in the 

sample at the right. This cracked coating was spray-coated using an aqueous suspension of 

YSZ (18 voI.%) without any additives. Denser suspensions were tried to form the thin film 

by spray-coating. However, the viscosity of the suspension was too high when the solid 

volume fraction reaches 25 vol.%. The crack-free coating for the sample shown on the left 
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was spray-coated using a suspension (25 vol.%) containing 5 wt.% saccharide additives 

(based on the solids). Chemical vapor deposition has traditionally been used to produce 

prototype zirconia electrolytes for solid-oxide fuel cells. Because this process is difficult to 

scale up [ 131, alternative methods involving spray deposition of zirconia nanoparticles are 

being explored. 

Figure 5 shows mother example of the possible route for producing a photonic band gap 

component employing 28 vol.% nanometric alumina suspension with 8 wt.% fructose (based 

on the solids) and calcined at 600 "C. Low shrinkage, crack-free components with smooth 

surface were obtained. Sol-gel methods had been used to form the components, but resulted 

in large shrinkage and a rough surface, making the precise feature size control of the 

components nearly impossible. 
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With saccharide Without saccharide 

Fig. 4 Y SZ films (nano-Y SZ particle suspension) coated on a porous substrate of 
(La, Sr)Mn03 and calcined at 1000 "C 

Fig. 5 Ceramic line grating (Cast by 28 vol.% nanometric alumina 
suspension with 8 wt.% fructose and calcined at 600 "C ) (Adopted from 
Henry Rang's work, unpublished.) 



1.2 Viscosity of a Colloidal Suspension 

Conventionally, as is well known, the rheological properties (e.g., flow properties) of 

liquids such as water or oils are characterized by their viscosity, q, which can be thought of 

as the resistance of a liquid to flow or internal friction. Suppose that a liquid is confined 

between two plates, one fixed and the other moveable, of area A and separated by a distance 

x. A constant force F is then applied to the moveable plane and after acceleration it assumes 

a constant velocity v. The liquid between the planes is sheared and a velocity gradient is set 

up, intermediate layers moving with intermediate velocities. The force F between two 

adjacent layers of liquid is given by 

dv F = vA- 
dx 

. 
( F = q A y  or z = v y ,  y --shear rate, T--shear stress) 

where dvldx is the velocity gradient. 

As the shearing force or stress is increased so the rate of flow and for liquid media a plot 

of shearing stress against rate of shear yields a straight line passing through the origin (Fig. 

6b), the slope of the line being the viscosity, q. The rheological behaviour of such systems is 

described as Newtonian. However, for many suspensions there is no such linear relation 

between the rate of shear and the shearing stress, and the rheological behaviour is said to be 

non-Newtonian. Fig. 6 shows the different types of basic flow behavior that can occur. 

Materials exhibiting plastic flow (Fig. 6d) require a certain minimum shear stress before 

flow commences; this minimum stress is designated the yield value, J: This type of flow, 

which is called Bingham flow, is shown. by some dispersions of finely divided solids in 

liquids such as paints, printing inks, clay pastes and particle slurries used in ceramics, etc. 
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Shear rate 

Fig. 6 Basic type of rheological behaviour of dispersions: (a) dilatant; 
(b) Newtonian; (c) pseudeoplastic; (d) plastic. [14] 

Bingham [15] suggested that in a suspension showing plastic flow the individual particles 

touch each other in a flocculated array and that in order for flow to commence it is necessary 

to apply sufficient stress to break some of these interparticle bonds. During shear an 

equilibrium is set up between the breaking and reforming of these bonds, so that at a constant 

rate of shear an equilibrium value for the shear stress is attained, and increasing the rate of 

shear produces a different equilibrium. 

Other dispersions exhibit pseudoplastic fzow (Fig. 6c) in which there is no initial yield 

value and with increasing rate of shear an apparent decrease in viscosity occurs, the shear 

stress against rate of shear curve being convex to the shear stress axis. The fourth type of 

behaviour shown in Fig. 6a is dilatantflow; the apparent viscosity increases with increasing 

shear rate, the shear stresslshear rate curve being concave to the shear stress axis. This 

behaviour is shown by deflocculated dispersions of pigments and other powders at high 

volume concentrations. At these high concentrations of the solid phase, the particles are 
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closely packed and disturbance by shear introduces irregularities into the packing, with 

bridging effects occurring between the particles. Since the packing becomes looser, the total 

volume of interparticle space becomes greater and the liquid present is no longer sufficient to 

fill the space between the particles: consequently, the lubricating effect of the liquid, which 

enables the particles to slide over one another, is lost. 

A fixher type of rheological behaviour exhibited by certain systems is thixotropicflow, 

which is a timedependent phenomenon. In this case, the existing structure of the system, for 

example a flocculated network of particles, is broken down on stirring but does not re-form 

immediately the stirring action is ceased. The time taken for the structure to re-assemble 

itself may range from seconds to hours. Fig. 7 illustrates the type of flow curves which may 

be obtained using a rotational viscometer with such systems. 

LA “Up” curve 
E 

2 

rn 

c.l 
v1 

“Down” curve 
w 

Area of loop as a measure of 
thixotropic breakdown , 

Shear rate 

Fig. 7 RheologicaI behaviour of a thixotropic system as 
measured with a rotational viscometer. [ 143 

Thus, the flow properties of dispersions is rather complex and at the present, no universal 

theory exists for the interpretation of flow behaviors and their relationship to parameters 

(e.g., particle size, volume fraction, and interparticle interaction) of the media and suspended 

phase. 
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Generally, the viscosity of colloidal suspensions is affected by the €allowing factors [ 163 : 

(i) medium of the suspension; (ii) shape, density, size and size distribution of the particles; 

(iii) volume actually occupied by the particles in suspension; (v) thermodynamic conditions 

of the system (T, P); (vi) presence and concentration of electric charges in the system; (vii) 

shear rate. 

The equation of state for the viscosity of a colloidal suspension of hard spheres can be 

written [ 171 

( 1 -2) 

where, y (or, alternatively, the shear stress T)--shear rate, t--the time. Since the particles are 

much larger than the molecules of the medium, only continuum properties of the medium are 

of interest: its viscosity TO and its density PO. The radius, R, of the particles, their 

concentration (number density) n, and their density pp are relevant, and, whenever Brownian 

movement is significant, a thermal energy variable kT is include, where k is Boltzmann’s 

constant and T the temperature. 

For a system of charged particles, additional structural variables must be present in the 

equation of state. These include the particle charge q, the ionic strength, I, and the dielectric 

constant, E, of the medium. 

For a given colloid system (e.g., particles, medium, temperature, pressure and shear rate 

are fixed), the viscosity can be expressed as 

=AQ,v) (1-3) 
+--volume fraction of suspended particles; y - t h e  term of interactions between particles and 

particle with medium. 
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1.3 ParticIe-particle Interaction and DLVO Theory 

A well-established theory for the study of interparticle interaction in colloidal suspension 

is the DLVO theory. The DLVO theory is contributed by two independent groups: Derjaguin 

and Landau [ 181 and Verwey and Overbeek [19, 20,2 1 I. DLVO theory is able to predict the 

stability of colloids in polar liquids by considering the balance between electrical double- 

layer repulsions and van der Waals attractions. If particles dispersed in a liquid attract each 

other, they will stick together whenever they collide, form aggregates which grow heavy and 

sink: they do not form a stable colloid. On the other hand, if the repulsive forces between the 

particles are sufficiently high, they stay apart, and (if they are reasonably small) Brownian 

motion will keep them in a state of animated suspension for a much longer time. 

The van der Waals force is ubiquitous, and is always attractive between like particles. It 

arises from the interaction of atomic and molecular electric dipoles whose orientations are 

correlated in such a way that they attract each other. The van der Waals force between two 

bodies depends on their surface separation h. For example, the force between two spheres of 

radius Rs is given by [22] 

F ( D )  = 4 O R s  

12h2 (1-4) 

where  AH^ the Hamaker constant, depends on the poIarizabilities and number densities of the 

atoms in the two bodies under consideration. 

When a body is immersed in a polar solvent such as water, the interface will, in general, 

acquire a charge, by either adsorbing or desorbing ions according to some chemical 

equilibrium with the surrounding solution. Ions of opposite charge dissolved in the polar 

medium, known as counterions, are attracted toward the surface of the particle, although for 

entropic reasons they remain in solution, forming a diffuse layer of charge adjacent to the 

particle. The surface charged layer (stern layer) plus the diffuse layer of opposite charge 

constitute an electrical double layer (Fig. 8) and electrostatic forces will be generated 

between the surfaces of the body in a polar environment. 

The thickness of the double layer depends on the concentration of ions in solution: more 

ions available in the solution leads to a thinner double layer. A measure of the thickness is 

given by the Debye length A, which is the inverse of the Debye constant K: 
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where e is the electronic charge, pi is the number density and zi is the valence of ion species i, 

EO is the dielectric permiflivity of vacuum, is the relative permittivity (or dielectric 

constant) of the solvent. For example, in a 0.01 M aqueous solution of a 1:l electrolyte, the 

double layer “thickness”, IC-’, equals 30.4A [23f. As shown in equation (1-5), the “thickness” 

of the double layer varies inversely with z and inversely with pl” for a symmetrical z:z 

electrolyte. Therefore, K” equals 15 2 for a 0.01 M solution of a 2:2 electrolyte and is about 

96 A for a 0.001 M solution of 1 : 1 electrolyte. 

Like bodies acquire the same charge and consequently repel each other, and the 

counterions screen that interaction. The complete expression for the repuision is complicated 

and an approximate linearized expression valid for symmetrical z:z electrolytes and large 

separations (D>A) is [20] . 

where p = Cpi and the surface potential is related to the surface charge density 00 by 

4pze 
K 

(-J 0 -  sinh(zeYo f 2kT) (1-7) 

DLVO Theory of colloidal stability is based on the assumption that the net force between 

particles immersed in a polar liquid is given by the algebraic sum of the electrical double- 

layer repulsion and the dispersion attraction (van der Waals). This combination of a positive 

(repulsive) exponential function of separation, whose range depends on ionic strength 

(Eqs.(l-5) and (1-6)), with a negative (attractive) power law function which is insensitive to 

ionic strength (Eq. (1-4)), gives rise to some interesting behavior, as illustrated in Fig. 9. 

Electrical double-layer repulsion gives a positive contribution which decreases exponentially 

as surface separation increases (dash line in figure 9). van der Waals attraction gives a 

negative term which is an inverse power law function of separation (dash-dot line in figure 

9). The net energy (solid line in Figure 9) is given by the sum of these two. At low electrolyte 

concentration (a) the double-layer term dominates at most separations, giving a maximum in 
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the energy. The height of this energy barrier depends on the surface charge density and the 

electrolyte concentration. If the energy maximum greatly exceeds typical values for the 

kinetic energy of dispersed particles (-kT) then particles remain dispersed; if it does not, then 

colliding particles may surmount the barrier and fall into the primary minimum at contact 

(ie. zero separation), from which they are unlikely to escape: they coagulate. At high 

concentration (b) the double-layer term may decay so rapidly (within a few nanometers) that 

the van der Waals attraction is still significant at a separation beyond the range of the 

repulsion, and the particles can reside in a secondary minimum (arrow). This gives a much 

weaker adhesion, which could easily be overcome by sheer, or effectively removed by 

reducing the salt concentration [20]. 

ydrate 
8ountar 

Liquid 
I 

Adsorbed Layer  

I 1 Distance- 

d 
ions 

r Pla ne 

LPar t i cle +++ Doubls Layer ~ B u  I k Sol u t ion- 

Fig. 8 Electrical double layer model for charged particle in a polar liquid and 
the profile of the electrical potential. 1241 
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Fig. 9 Schematic plots of the energy of interaction between two surfaces across a polar 
liquid. 

Previous research shows that the viscosity of the slurry varies inversely with the zeta 

potential on adding a polyelectrolyte deflocculant [24]. In suspensions of oxides 

deflocculated using simple electrolytes, the viscosity also varies inversely with the zeta 

potential. The viscosity of a slurry is very sensitive to the coagulation forces and the 

coagulated structure. Slurry that is only partially coagulated may be of lower viscosity, but 

exhibit shear-thickening behavior owing to the interaction of agglomerates when sufficiently 

concentrated. The minimum viscosity occurs when the zeta potentia1 is high and the 

agglomerates are dispersed. 

The DLVO theory has enjoyed considerable success in the years since then, although it is 

clear that it has its limitations, for reasons which will be discussed below. Nevertheless, it 

remains a cornerstone of modern colloid science. 

This theory describes experimental results reasonably well for large separations but breaks 

down for the treatment of short range interactions between surfaces. The discrete nature of 

the solvent, which is neglected by DLVO theory, is essential for the description at small 

separation in nano-sized particle suspension [ZS]. 

Moreover, there are many forces in colloidal suspensions which are not indicated by 

DLVO theory (called non-DLVO forces). For example, steric forces, solvation forces 

(hydration forces), hydrodynamic forces, hydrophobic forces, and capillary forces exist in 
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coIloida1 suspensions [ZO]. All of these forces will affect the rheology of suspensions. In 

addition of these mentioned above, the DLVO theory is only able to predict the stability of 
colloidal suspension based on the interaction between particles, However, the influences of 

these interactions on the viscosity are still unknown. The question of predicting the rheology 

of a colloid from the knowledge of particle size, shape, volume fraction, and the surface 

forces, is far beyond the scope of DLVO theory. The problem becomes more complicated as 

the particle size gets smaller. Further research to understand the rheological behavior of 

concentrated suspensions with nanoparticles is needed. 

1.4 Controlling Rheology by Using Electrolytes and Polymers (or Polyelectrolytes) to 
Modify Particle Surfaces 

The rheology of colloidal suspensions can be simply changed by adding electrolytes or 

polymers. Many studies have shown that the rheology of suspensions can be modified by 

manipulation and tuning of particle interactions [26-291. 

Low viscosity aqueous suspensions of various ceramic powders can be obtained by 

creating a high charge on the particle surface, which results in a strong double-layer 

repulsion. Such high surface charge densities can be created by working far away from the 

point of zero charge (pH,,) of powder. However, because this often means working at high 

or low pH, colloidal stability and low viscosity can be affected by other undesirable effects, 

such as dissolution and high ionic strength. To avoid the problems of working with pH values 

far from the neutral range, repuIsive particle interactions are commonly produced by the 

addition of suitable dispersants (sometimes called deflocculants). Such additives will adsorb 

at the particle surface and generate a repulsive interaction caused by electrostatic or 

polymeric (steric) effects. When surfactants adsorb, they “paint” the surfaces and give them a 

different chemical “color,” which can have a major effect on the forces between them. It is 

important to know whether or not polymer molecules adsorb to the surfaces, which depends 

on whether segments of the polymer molecule prefer to be in contact with the surface or with 

the solvent. The changes in surface force and rheology caused by surfactant adsorption are 

fairly straight forward to rationalize, although it is not always easy to predict the quantity and 

configuration of a given surfactant adsorbed to a given surface. Typically there will be a 

certain range of concentration over which a monolayer of surfactant adsorbs, at a density 
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from which it can be construed that the elongated molecules are oriented perpendicular to the 

surface. At lower concentrations there will be sub-monolayer coverage, with the possibility 

of having surfactant molecules lying parallel to the surface. At high concentrations it is 

possible to get a second monolayer adsorbed on the first, generally in the opposite orientation 

and more monolayers may adsorb on the surface [30]. 

Surfactant adsorption can affect other forces between surfaces, in particular the van der 

Waals attraction. If, as is often the case, the refractive index of the surfactant is intermediate 

between that of the particle and that of the solvent, its presence will weaken the attraction, 

and in turn will reduce viscosity, 

1.5 Viscosity of Colloidal Suspensions 

The viscosity of a suspension q s  is greater than the viscosity of the liquid medium q ~ ,  and 

the ratio is referred to as the relative viscosity q r .  For a very dilute suspension of non- 

interacting spheres in a Newtonian liquid, the viscosity is described by the Einstein equation 

[3 I f :  

qr  = q s / q ~  = 1 + 2.54~ (1-8) 

where $p is the volume fraction of dispersed spheres. The higher viscosity is caused by the 

dissipation of energy as liquid flows around the particles. A more general equation for the 

viscosity of a suspension of nonspherical particles is [32]: 

q r =  1 + KH$P (1-9) 
where KH is the apparent hydrodynamic shape factor of the particles, and lS~B2.5. 

As the concentration of the dispersed phase increases, the viscosity of a suspension is 

increased due to the interaction between the dispersed particles and does not obey the 

Einstein equation. The rheological behavior of concentrated suspensions is much more 

difficult to work out [20]. Since the publication of Einstein’s basic analysis of the viscosity 

of a dilute suspension of rigid spheres, many investigations have attempted to predict the 

rheology of hard-sphere colloidal dispersions. Much of the effort has focused on extending 

theoretical models for dilute dispersions to concentrated dispersions of hard spheres [33-361. 

Commensurate with these theoretical developments, experimentalists have worked toward 

developing real colloidal dispersions that approximate hard spheres [37-391. Computational 
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techniques that include many body hydrodynamic interactions have also been developed to 

enable direct numerical calculation of hard-sphere colloidal behavior [40,4 I]. 

As the volume fraction of particles increases, the interaction between particles during flow 

causes the viscosity to increase greatly. Rheological data for suspensions of uniform 

spherical colloidal particles are often approximated by the Dougherty-Krieger equation [37] .  

(1-10) 

where Qcr is the packing factor at which flow is blocked. Effects of both the liquid viscosity 

and the particle loading are shown in the figure of apparent viscosity qs with powder loading 

(Fig. 10) [32]. In suspensions of particles of anisometric shape both KH and Ocr depend on 

particle orientation produced during laminar flow. Brownian motion somewhat randomizes 

colloidal particles and increases the effective hydrodynamic shape factor. Woods and Krieger 

[42] obtained values of K~=2.7 and $,,=0.57-0.68 for aqueous suspensions of dispersed 

monosize latex sphere finer than 0.7 pm. The effective volume fraction of dispersed particles 

$p was calculated from the volume fraction of spheres $s, their mean size a ,  and the 

effective thickness of the adsprbed surfactant A. The effective volume fraction of the 

particles with adsorbed additive is caIculated form the equation 

(1-11) 

This correction becomes increasingly significant when the particle size decreases below 1 

pm. Agglomeration reduces the effective Qcr. 

The Mooney equation [43] 

(1-12) 

may sometimes approximate the effect of solids loading on the relative viscosity of 

deflocculated casting slurries and slips of fine powders. In the equation, kl is a constant, the 

seJf-crowding factor, higher than unity. Equation (1-12) takes account of a proportion of 

immobilized liquid associated with the flow units. 
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Fig. 10 The apparent viscosity depends on viscosity of the liquid 
medium and particle parameters described by the Dougherty-Krieger 
equation. (K~=2.5, and +,,=0.58) 

The equation of Chong et al.[44] in general form is 

(1-13) 

and has been shown to approximate the viscous behavior of injection molding material 

containing a highly viscous polymer liquid [45], where, kl is a constant for a given 

suspension (k2=0.25-0.7>. These equations predict a viscosity increase similar to that of 

Dougherty-Krieger equation. The viscosity of suspensions varies for different particles and 

media even at the same particle volume fraction. A viscosity sensitivity index S calcuIated as 

c321 

(1-14) 

will indicate the viscosity effect at some constant powder loading $p on substituting an 

alternative material. For the Mooney description, 
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(1-15) 

All the models were established based on interactions between the suspended particles, 

but treated the media as a continuum hydrodynamics (the viscosity of the liquid in the thin 

film around the particle surface was the same as it is in the bulk). For example, Batchelor and 

Green 1331 gave an exact description of the viscosity of a semi-dilute suspension of hard 

spheres in the limit of vanishing sheer rate. This theory was extended to higher particle 

concentrations by Russel and Gast [34] who took the mean thermodynamic force in a 

concentrated dispersion into account, and treated the hydrodynamic interactions at the pair 

level. Wagner and Russel [35] calculated the viscosity as a function of volume fraction 

taking the hydrodynamic interaction between an arbitrary nurnber of spheres into account. 

They used a multipole expansion in the force density. 

Even though many models have been established, there is still a discrepancy between the 

data and the prediction, apparently in part due to the incomplete treatment of the 

hydrodynamics. Further research is needed to understand the rheology of colloidal 

suspensions especially of high solids content and nanometric particles. 
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1.6 Effect of Adsorbed Solvent Layers on the Rheology of Aqueous Suspensions 

It is known that the nature of water in the vicinity of a surface or an interface is different 

from that of bulk water and that is important for the rheology of dense aqueous suspensions, 

especially for the suspensions containing nanosized particles, which will be discussed below. 

Water corning in contact with solid surfaces induces several changes, such as dissolution of 

solids, changes in surface conductivity, and adhesive force between particle surfaces [46]. 

However, many researchers ignored the influences of the adsorbed layers around particle 

surfaces [20, 47, 481. They addressed that the continuum hydrodynamics can be employed 

for any computations concerning the approach of colloidal particles. These incomplete 

treatments of the hydrodynamics led to a discrepancy between the data and the prediction. In 

the suspension of large colloidal particles (e.g. microsized particles), the influences of the 

adsorbed layers may not be significant, but they are critical in the nanoparticle suspension, 

which will be discussed in the next section. 

Forster [49, 501 found that the bound water content of the sludge was related to the yield 

stress, filtration characteristics and viscosity. As the bound water content of the sludge 

decreases, so does its viscosity. Katsiris and Kouzeli-Katsiri [51] have shown that any 

treatment which reduces the bound water content of sludges will reduce viscosity and the 

specific resistance to filtration. Therefore, the bound water content of slurries should be 

another parameter in describing viscosity. 

In Takei’s work [46] of water in silica pores, the result suggests that physisorbed water 

molecules are localized on the silica surfaces because of strong interactions with the surface 

hydroxyl groups. The second adsorbed layer is formed on the first adsorbed layer through the 

formation of hydrogen bonds, so the structure of the second adsorbed layer is affected by the 

configuration and orientation of the water molecules in the first adsorbed layer. The 

interaction effects of solid surfaces on adsorbed layers are gradually reduced with an increase 

in the thickness of the adsorbed layer. The results obtained [46] show that the structure of 

water is affected up to at least 4 nm from the solid surface. If the thickness of a single 

adsorbed layer of water is 0.29 nm 152, 531, the effects of solid surfaces extend to 11-14 

molecular layers in small pores. Etzler and Fagundus [54] also reported that water is 

structurally modified up to 3-5 rn from the solid surface in silica pores. These long scales of 
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adsorbed solvent (water) layer may play a significant role in determining the rheology of 

dense aqueous suspensions containing nanoparticles. 

Viscosity sensitivity index, S (see the equation (1-14)), was introduced in order to 

determine the extent of the viscosity change with the particle volume fraction. Suspensions 

with similar particle volume fractions, but different particles or media have different 

viscosities, which was attributed to the difference in particle-particle interactions by most 

researchers. ActualIy, in the aqueous suspension with low ionic strength, particle-particle 

interactions are, usually, established through the media (except for the strongly agglomerated 

particles). Therefore, the interactions between particle and media, and the adsorption layers 

around particle surface are more important in determining the particle-particle interactions 

and viscosity of this kind of suspension. 

1.7 Suspension Containing Nanosized Particles: size effects 

When hygroscopic oxide nanoparticles added to water, they react with water molecules to 

form hydroxyl groups which remain attached to the surfaces, and release or bind protons, 

resulting in a change of suspension pH. The unique feature of oxide nanoparticles is that they 

possess larger specific surface area than microparticles. Because of this, a large fraction of 

water content is bound to nanoparticle surfaces, and only small fraction of the water content 

remains as “free” water to provide fluidity to the suspension. In the following sections, a 

simple derivation is given to show how the surface area and particle separation change with 

the reduction of particle radius in suspension. These parameters will significantly influence 

the adsorption properties and interactions in suspensions, and consequently affect the 

viscosity. 

1.7.1 Relationship between volume fraction, surface area and particle size 

For a suspension of total volume V with solid volume fraction of 4 consisting of n 

particles with a radius of R, the total solid surface area and volume are given by 

As = n.4nR2 and VS = n.(4/3)n-R3 respectively (1-16) 

By definition: 
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(1-17) “7 V S  

From Eqn. (1-16) and (1-17), we know that 

Vs = n.(4/3)jzR3 = As-(R/3) (1-18) 

According to Eqn. (1-17) and (1-18), Surface area can be expressed as a function of 

suspension volume, V, particle radius, R, and volume fraction, 4; 

As - 3 * #  - 
V R  

(1-19) 

From Eqn. (1 -1 9), it can be easily seen that the total solid surface area per unit volume, Ay’V, 

proportional to volume fraction, 9, and inversely proportional to particle size. One of the 

unique features of nano-sized particles is the fact that a large portion of the atoms in the 

particle are at the surface. Because of this, the particles tend to be more reactive-more 

surfaces contribute to contact with solutes/soIvent in the suspensions. 

1.7.2 Particle separation in suspension 

In the previous paragraph the significance of particle size and volume fraction of solids on 

the surface area was established. It may aIso be prudent to estimate particle-particle 

separation as a function of particle radius of solids volume fraction. 

Knowing that highest volume fraction of randomly packed uniform spheres is equal to 

0.64 (~cR), and volume fraction of solids in a suspension is (where 4 < ~cR), surface 

separation distance, 2a, between the particles in a suspension can be related to particle radius 

and solids volume fraction as: 

(1 -22) 

So, the surface separation for adjacent particles, 

(1 -23) 
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Eq. (1-23) indicates that the surface separation is proportional to the particle radius at a 

constant volume fraction. Conversely, surface separation, a weak function of volume fiaction 

of solids, decreases with increasing solids volume fraction. 

According to Eq. (1 -23), the surface separation of adjacent particles is as low as 1 1.2 nm 
in the 30 vol.% suspension of nanosized particles with diameter of 40 nm, but the surface 

separation is about 112 nm for the same volume fraction of 0.4 pm particles. In a previous 

section, it was discussed that the thickness of double-layer around the particle is 9.6 nm for a 

0.001 M solution of a 1:l electrolyte. So, in the 30 vol.% suspension of nanosized particles 

with diameter of 40 nm in this kind of solution, the surface separation of particles is within 

the range of the electrical double-layer field of influence ( I  1.2 nm < 2x9.6 nm). Therefore, 

this “bound layer” around the particles will affect the relative motion between particles in the 

suspension, which in turn influence the viscosity of the suspension. On the other hand, for the 

suspension of the same solid volume fraction (30 vol.%) with 2R = 0.4pm particles, the 

surface separation of neighboring particles is much larger than the range of the electrical 

double-layer potential. Hence, particles more-or-less flow independent of each other. 

Therefore, more attention should be paid on the bound water for nanosized particles when 

dealing with the rheological properties of their suspensions. 

Foregoing discussion shows that the viscosity of colloid suspensions is strongly 

influenced by particle volume fraction and interactions between particleshedia. Nanometric 

particles possess larger surface area and shorter inter-particle separation than micrometric 

particles in the suspensions at the same solid volume fraction. 

1.8 Motivation and approach of the research work 

It was pointed out that the rheological properties of colloidal particle suspensions are not 

only determined by the solid phase (cg. particle size, volume fraction, etc.), but also 

determined by the media in which the particles are suspended arid the interactions of particle- 

media which in turn will influence interaction between particles. 

The reason that saccharides greatly reduce the viscosity of nanoparticle alumina 

suspension could be attributed to I )  the change in the behavior of adsorption of water 

molecules which leads to higher fraction of water remain in the “free” state with higher 
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mobility; 2) the reduction in 

particle-particle interactions. 

the interactions of particle-media which in turn will reduce the 

Therefore, the present research focused on the adsorption of water and h c t o s e  and the 

effect of interactions of particle-media on the rheology in order to develop scientific 

understanding of the influence on the viscosity of colloidal nanoparticle suspensions by the 

solid volume fractions, the adsorption of water and saccharide on particle surface, and 

particle-particle interaction, and to achieve a fundamental understanding on rheology of 

nanoparticle suspensions in aqueous media by answering the following questions: (i)How 

does the viscosity of the suspension change with the nanoparticle volume fraction? (ii) How 

do the adsorbed layers of water around the particle surface influence the viscosity of the 

suspension? (iii) How does the mobility of the water in the suspension changes with the 

addition of mono-saccharides and how does this influence the viscosity? (iv) How does the 

saccharide concentration influence the inter-particle forces? (v) How the interaction between 

particles affect the suspension rheology? 

Series of experiments were conducted using rheometry, nature of water around particles 

by sub-zero temperature differential scanning calorimetry (SZT-DSC), chemically bound 

water analysis by thermo-gravimetry analysis (TGA), determination of adsorbed fructose on 

particle surfaces by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), measurement of the water mobility 

in the suspensions by (NMR), and the interactions between nanoparticles in fructose 

solutions by atomic force microscopy (AFM). 

Nanometer-sized powders of alumina (y phase, rigid and spherical particles with average 

particle size of 40 nm in diameter) were chosen as the model particulate systems for the 

research. Because of its common use in the ceramics industry and has been rigorously 

characterized (Kelso and Ferrazoli 1988 [55]; James 1984 [56]) .  D-fructose was chosen as 

the primary saccharide because of its well defined chemical composition and configurational 

simplicity, and its strong effect in reducing the suspension viscosity, 

The goal of this research is to develop scientific guidelines for achieving the dense 

aqueous suspensions of ceramic nanoparticles with low viscosities by adding non-toxic 

additives derived from renewable agricultural resources. 
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Abstract 

Successfil colloidal processing of fine ceramic powders requires accurate control of the 

rheological properties, which are determined by the colloidal parameters. Characteristics of 

adsorbed water layers on the surfaces of nanometric alumina particles were studied by 

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetry (TGA). The experiments 

indicated that a large number of water layers were physically bound on the particles’ 

surfaces. These bound water layers increased the viscosity of the suspensions. It was also 

shown that the addition of monosaccharides, fiuctose in particular, reduced the viscosity of 

the suspensions dramatically. The reduction in the number of water layers bound to the 

particle surface could be attributed to the fructose present in the solution. NMR experiments 

indicated that only a fraction of a monolayer (0.22-0.24) of fructose was adsorbed on the 

particle surfaces. 

1. Introduction 

Nanometric ceramic powders are widely used in the production of ultra-thin dielectrics, 

solid-oxide fuel cells, and oxygen separation systems for medical and aerospace applications 

[ 1-41. An aqueous ceramic suspension is commonly used in forming ceramic parts because it 

is safe, inexpensive and is an excellent solvent for many processing additives. Water, as a 

vehicle, plays a very important role in the viscosity of the suspensions. Water may be 

adsorbed on the particle surfaces or react with additives. The reaction, or adsorption, between 
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water and powders, water and additives, as well as between powders and additives will affect 

the rheological behavior of the suspension. The nature of water in suspensions varies greatly, 

depending on whether it is hydrogen bonded to the surface or associated with additives or 

simply bulk (free) water. It is believed that it is the “availability” of water, not the water 

content alone, that governs the rheology of aqueous suspensions. The higher the fraction of 

“fiee” water, the Iower the viscosity of the suspension. 

However, previous research [5-8] on the rheology of aqueous suspensions, for the most 

part, neglected the influence of the bound water, which exhibits lower degrees of freedom 

than bulk water, The influence of bound water on the rheology of suspensions containing 

micron-sized particles may be negligible, but in nano-sized particle suspensions the effect of 

bound water layers needs to be taken into account, as nanometric particles possess a higher 

fraction of surface atoms and are. more reactive. Interactions of the particle surface with 

water and processing additives influences the rheological properties of the suspension, 

especially for dense suspensions containing nano-sized particles. 

Forster [9,lO] found that the yield stress, filtration characteristics, and viscosity of the 

sludge was related to the bound water content. As the bound water content of a sludge 

decreases, so does its viscosity. Katsiris and Kouzeli-Katsiri [l 11 have shown that any 

treatment which reduces the bound water content of sludges also reduces the viscosity and 

the specific resistance to filtration. Therefore, the bound water content of a slurry should be 

an important parameter in describing its viscosity. 

Recent work [12] has shown that a small amount of mono- or di-saccharides, such as D- 

fructose or sucrose, are very effective on reducing the viscosity of aqueous suspensions of 

nanometric alumina. Use of saccharides as processing additives offers a number of 

advantages over other organic additives. Saccharides are nontoxic, readily available, and they 

are soluble in water. If they improve the rheological properties of aqueous suspensions, they 

will be additive of choice in forming ceramics. The majority of current processing additives 

are either ionic surfactants or non-ionic polymers. However, mono- and di- saccharides are 

neither electrolytes nor polymers. The question as to how they affect the rheology of the 

suspension remains to be answered. The adsorption characteristics of fructose on the particle 

surfaces and the role of mono saccharides on the bound water content need to be explored. 
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In the present work, the nature (and hence mobility) of water in aqueous suspensions of 

nanometric alumina particles in varying solids content and fructose concentrations as it 

affects the rheological properties was investigated. The primary purpose of the investigation 

was to have a better understanding of the role mono- and di-saccharides play in altering the 

rheology of nanoparticle suspensions. Fructose was chosen as a model saccharide because of 

its simple structure and well-known properties. 

2. Experimental procedure 

2.1. Materials. 
The nanometric alumina powders (99.99% alumina) were purchased from Nanophase 

Technologies Corporation (Burr Ridge, Illinois). The surface area of the nanometric alumina 

particles was measured to be 37.9k0.2 m2/g by the BET method, corresponding to an 

equivalent spherical diameter of 40 nm. TEM micrograph shows that the particles are 

spherical, with considerable size distribution and agglomeration (Figure 1). The nanosized 

alumina used in this investigation is pure y-phase alumina, as stated by the manufacturer and 

confirmed by XRD. The specific gravity of the nanometric alumina was 3.6 g/m3. 

D-Fructose was purchased from SIGMA Corporation (St. Louis, Missouri). Chemical 

analysis, as provided by the manufacturer, is 99.9% pure. Deuterated water (D20) was 

purchased from Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc. (Milwaukee, WI), with 99.9 atomic percent 

deuterium. Reagent grade methanol was purchased from Fisher Scientific Company (Fair 

Lawn, New Jersey)). All materials were used as received without further purification. 

2.2. Experiments. 

The nanometric alumina powders were dried at I10 "C before use. Suspensions were 

equiIibrated by shaking for three days in sealed plastic bottles before any measurements were 

made. 

The objective of the rheologicaI measurements was to determine the dependence of solid 

content and fructose concentration on the viscosity of the suspensions. Rheological properties 

of aqueous nanometric alumina suspensions with various solid contents and fructose 

concentrations were examined at 25 "C using a RheoStress RS75 rheometer (Gebrueder 
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Haake GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany). The cylinder sensor system, 240, was used, and the 

flow stress was measured as a function of shear rate from 1 to 300 s-', and back to 1 s-'. All 

measurements were duplicated. 

The adsorption of fructose on the particle surfaces was measured by pyrogenation and 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. In the pyrogenation method, aqueous 

suspensions of 30 vol.% alumina with 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, and 20 wt.% fructose (based on 

alumina) were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for one hour. Clear aliquots were carefully taken 

out of centrifuged suspensions, The concentration of fructose in each supernatant was 

measured by the pyrogenation method. The supernatants were heated up to 140 "C and held 

at this temperature for six hours to drive off the water, leaving molten fructose and a trace 

amount of alumina powders as residue, The residue was then heated up to 1100 "C to 

decompose the fructose completely, leaving unhydrous alumina behind. During each step, the 

samples were weighed. The mass difference between the two corresponds to fructose in the 

solution. The fiuctose adsorbed on the powder surface is calculated by subtracting the 

fructose in solution from the total fructose in the suspension. 

Adsorption of fructose was aIso determined by NMR spectroscopy. Suspensions of 20 

vol.% alumina in DzO with 1, 3, 5,  7, 10, 15, 20, and 25 wt.% fructose were centrifuged at 

4,500 rprn for two hours. One milliliter of supernatant was mixed with 0.06 mL of methanol. 

The solution was then scanned using VXR-300 NMR (Varian, Inc. Palo Alto, CA) in a 5 rnm 

tube to determine the integrated peak intensity ratio of the -CH2 groups of fructose to the - 

CH3 group of methanol. The concentration of fructose in the supernatant was determined 

from a calibration plot obtained using known concentrations of fructose and methanol in 

D2O. The amount of fructose adsorbed on the powder surface was determined by subtracting 

the fructose in the supernatant from the total f'ructose added to the suspension. 

The fraction of chemicaIly bound water was determined by a thermogravimetric analyzer 

(TGA). Alumina powders or suspensions were heated to 130 "C at a heating rate of 30 

"C/min and held until the weight was stabilized. At the end of this step, it was assumed that 

the physically bound water was completely removed. Then the sample was heated to 800 "C 

at the same heating rate to drive off the chemically bound water. The mass difference 

between the two steps was attributed to chemicaily bound water. 
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Physically bound water in suspension was studied by sub-zero temperature differential 

scanning calorimetry (SZT-DSC), employing a commercial instrument (Pyris I, Perkin 

Elmer, Shelton, CT). Four drops of suspension with known solids content was placed in DSC 

pans and sealed. The sample was first cooled to -35 “C, and equilibrated at this temperature 

for five minutes. Then it was heated to 10 “C at a rate of 1 “C/min. The experiment was 

repeated for different solids content suspensions. Similar experiments were carried out at 

constant solid content of 30 voi.% but varying fructose concentrations. The plot of heat 

absorbed versus temperature indicates two melting events: one for bulk (or free) water, the 

other “bound” water. By comparing the relative integrated intensities of these peaks and 

known values of latent heat values, relative amounts of “free” and “bound” water were 

determined. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Rheology. 

Figure 2 shows the viscosity of the suspension with and without fructose (18wt% by 

weight of alumina) as a function of solids content at a shear rate of 100 s-’. At low solids 

loadings (i.e. up to 25 vol.%) the viscosity remains low for both cases. However, when the 

particle volume fraction reaches 28 vol.%, the viscosity of the suspension starts to increase. 

Above 30%, the rate of increase was much slower for the suspension with fructose than 

without. Above 35% solids content, the viscosity of the suspension without fructose rose 

very sharply, and it does not flow above 40%. The major change in the flow behavior of the 

suspension occurs between 28 and 32 % solids content, indicating onset of strong particle- 

particle interactions. The effect of fructose addition on the viscosity of 30 and 40 vol.% 

suspensions is shown in Figure 3. The results show that viscosity decreases steadily with the 

increase of fructose concenttation up to 15 wt.%. It is clear from Figures 2 and 3 that the 

addition of fructose decreases the viscosity dramatically. Obviously, the addition of fructose 

to water alone was not responsible for the reduction in the suspension viscosity, as it is well 

known that the viscosity of an aqueous solution increases with fructose concentration. 
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In order to understand the cause of viscosity reduction with fructose addition, the 

collective interactions of water, fructose, and solid surfaces must be taken into account. 

3.2. Fructose Adsorption on alumina surfaces. 

Since complete separation of nanosize particles from the suspension poses a significant 

challenge, measuring fructose concentration in solution by UV-VIS spectroscopy was 

deemed inaccurate. Therefore, the fructose concentration in the supernatant was determined 

by pyrogenation and NMR spectroscopy. 

The amount of fructose in the supernatant was calculated using the following expressions: 

or 

where WH~O,  p ~ 2 0  and W,41203, PA1203 are the weight and specific gravity of the water and 

alumina in the suspension respectively ( ~ ~ 2 0  = 1 g/cm3, and p~1203=3.6 g/cm3 for y-alumina 

were used); 9 is the soIids volume fraction. 

For 9 = 0.30, the fructose concentration in the suspensions, C, is given by: 

where Cf is the fructose concentration based on dry alumina. Then the concentration of 

adsorbed fructose, Ca, is obtained by subtracting the concentration of fructose, C,,, in the 

supernatant from that of suspension, C: 

C a = C - C m  (3 1 
If one makes the assumption that the “effective” cross-section of the fructose molecule is simply 

square of its molecular length, 1 (-0.49 nm) [14], surface coverage of the alumina particles by 

fructose molecules can be calculated by: 

154 38 (10’)’fnm)’ 154 - 38 - (10’)’ 
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Cf 

1 
3 
5 
7 
10 

The results are shown in Table 1, and indicate that only a fraction of the surface was covered 

by fmctose. 

Adsorption of fructose was also determined by the NMR method. The integrated intensity 

ratio of -CH2 of fructose to -CN3 for known methanol additions in D20 containing 

suspension was used for determining fructose concentration in the supernatant soIution. The 

calibration line constructed using the known concentration of fructose and methanol in the 

D20 solution. The results are shown in Table 2. Comparison of Table 2 and Table 1 shows 

that the agreement between the results obtained by the two independent techniques is 

remarkable, and confirms that only a fraction of fructose was adsorbed on the alumina 

surface. It is plausible that the “effective” cross-sectional area of the fructose is significantly 

higher than what we assumed here due to association of water with fructose, leading to only 

one-fourth of the surface being occupied by actual fructose molecules. The sorption of 

fructose based on NMR data is shown in Figure 4. 

C c m  

1.54 1.08 
4.63 3.33 
7.71 6.23 
10.8 9.22 
15.43 13.55 

Table 1. Fructose adsorption on alumina surface as determined by pyrogenation. 

ca 
0.46 

(CJC) Nf 
0.30 0.06 

1.30 
1.48 
1.58 
1.88 
2.00 
1.92 

I I 

Cp fructose concentration in the suspension 
C, C,,, C, -fructose concentration in the sus] 
100 g water). 
C,/C-fraction of fructose adsorbed on the al 
Nrnurnber of adsorbed layers of fructose or 
A small amount of chemically bound water 

0.28 0.18 
0.19 0.20 
0.15 0.22 
0.12 0.26 
0.09 0.27 
0.06 0.26 

15 
20 

23.14 21.14 
30.86 28.94 

imina particle surfaces 
the alumina surface 
:=0.3x0.01=0.003g) was assumed to be negligible. 
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Table 2. Fructose adsorbed on nanometric alumina surface as determined by NMR. 

*CA1203 is the weight of alumina in 20 vol.% suspension 

3.3. Chemically bound water 

Chemically bound water was measured for both dried and wet powders by TGA. The 

majority of chemically bound water was evolved between 150°C and 530°C. The total 

amount of chemicaIly bound water was estimated to be I .  1 %, based on the dry weight of 

alumina. If the cross section of a water molecule, A~20, is taken as 10.8 [15], and the 

specific surface area of nanometric alumina powders, SAl203, as 38 m2/g, the amount of 

chemically bound water (1.1 wt.%), corresponds to one monolayer of coverage. This is in 

good agreement with hl ly  hydroxylated alumina surface, as expected for nanometric 

powders. 

' 2  

3.4. Physically bound wafer 

The hydroxyl groups on the oxide particle surfaces interact with the water molecules near 

the surfaces through hydrogen bonds, which localize the water molecules on the particle 

surface. Hence, the bound water is expected to freeze at a lower temperature than the bulk 

water does (& vice versa). The integrated intensity of the melting peaks is indicative of the 

relative amounts of bound and free water. Kodama and Aoki [16] estimated the number of 

bound water layers from DSC melting data. They showed that the fraction of the 

interlamellar/bound water vary with the total water content. A maximum amount of bound 

water was observed when the water content exceeded 22 wt% corresponding to six bound 

water molecules per lipid molecule. 
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Figure 5 shows the DSC plot of aqueous suspensions of various solid volume fractions of 

nanometric alumina particles. The DSC curves indicate two distinct peaks. The smaller peak 

(peakl) starts at about -10 to -7 “C, and is completed below 0 “C corresponding to “bound” 

water. The larger peak (peak2) starts at 0 “C, corresponding to melting of freehulk water. 

The ratio of peak1 to peak2 area increases with the solids volume content. 

Relative amounts of free and “bound” water can be estimated if the heat of fusion for the 

bound water is known. The DSC plot for 60 vol.% solids indicates that practically all the 

water in the suspension is bound, i.e. there is no measurable bulk water peak (see Figure. 6) .  

The area under the peakl, AI was used to determine an average heat of fusion for the 

physically bound water, AHBound : 

or for W F ~ ~ ~  =: 0 for 60 vol.% solids: 

For this particular test with 4.39 mg water and measured peak area of 754 mJ, the heat of 

fusion for bound water was determined to be 172 J/g, which is approximately half that of 

bulk water. 

Using this value, the fraction of bound water was calculated for each suspension and 

summarized in Table 3. The weight of total water content in suspensions, W$$; is given by 

where W, is the weight of suspension. The results indicate that the bound water fraction 

increases more or less linearly with the solids content, approaching a limiting value of 99% at 

60% solids content. These findings are in agreement with the rheological measurements. 

Table 3 also shows that the sum of bound and free water differs from the total water by 

less than 7.5%, in many cases less than a few percent, providing an independent check on the 

method employed. 
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Table 3. Determination of Bound water content of the suspensions by SZT-DSC. 

35 30.7 10.4 1 5.5 5.7 11.2 
40 25.8 7.6 2.9 4.7 7.6 
50 39.4 8.6 2.7 6.2 8.9 
60 28.1 4.4 0.01 4.35 4.36 

54.3 6.7 19 5.5 
62.5 0.4 18 5.2 
72.1 3.6 14 4.1 
99.0 0.9 13 3.8 

* A = IW$$ - (W, + &)I/ W:g * 100% L = thickness of bound layer 

Using the bound water content, Wb, the specific surface area of the nanometric alumina 

particles, 8~1203, the thickness of water mono-layer, t = 0.29 nm [17] and taking into 

consideration the increase in effective surface area due to adsorbed water layers, the number 

of adsorbed water layers, n, was estimated by the following equations: 

where, WA1203 is the weight of alumina; SA1203 is the specific surface area of alumina as 

measured by BET method (37.94 m2/g.). Results are shown in Table 3. It shows that the 

number of bound water Iayers on the particle surface is quite large, meaning the surface 

forces extend a long distance from the particle surface. For the 30 vol.% aqueous suspension, 

it reaches to 20 Jayers corresponding to a bound layer thickness of 5.8 nm. The number of 

adsorbed layers goes through a maximum around a 32 vol.% suspension above which bound 

layers will overlap due to confined space between the particles. 

Of these bound layers, the first couple of water layers may have reacted with the surface 

to form a hydroxylated surface and releasing protons into the suspension. This is consistent 

with the observed decrease of water pH to 4.8 with the addition of nanometric alumina 
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particles to form the suspension. Takei [ 181 suggested that physisorbed water molecules were 

localized on the silica surfaces because of strong interactions with the surface hydroxyl 

groups. The structure of second and subsequent layers was affected by the configuration and 

orientation of the first adsorbed layer. The effect of surface on the adsorbed layers decreases 

gradually with the thickness of the adsorbed layer. It was claimed that the structure of water 

was affected up to at least 4 nm from the solid surface. Considering the thickness of water 

molecule (t = 0.29 nm 117, 19]), the solid surface influences 11-14 layers of water in silica 

pores. Etzler and Fagundus [20] also reported that water is structurally modified up to 3-5 nm 

from the solid surface in silica pores. These long scales of adsorbed solvent (water) layer will 

play a significant role in determining the rheology of dense aqueous suspensions containing 

nano particles. 

One of the unique features of nano-sized particles is the fact that a large fraction of the 

atoms is at the surface. These particles are more reactive than the powders used in typical 

ceramic processing operations (e.g. micron-sized particles). In colloidal suspensions, the ratio 

of the total surface area of particles, A, to the volume of the suspension, V, can be expressed 

as: 

- A -- -3#  
V R  

where, R is the radius of the particle. As the above expression clearly indicates, the 

interfacial area for a constant volume of suspension increases with the solid volume fraction 

and decrease with particle radius. 

Influence of water adsorption on rheology of suspensions is two-fold. First, it restricts the 

mobility of water molecules and reduces the fiaction of free water contributing to the flow. 

Secondly, the overlap of the bound water layers lead to dipole interaction between particles, 

hence increased resistance to flow. 

For the same solid volume fraction, the distance between adjacent particle surfaces is 

shorter in nanometric suspensions compared to large-particle slurries. 

If the spherical particles were packed uniformly and randomly, and the surface separation 

between two neighbor particles, 2a can be related to the solid volume fraction, #,: 
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where, the value of 0.64 is the maximum packing fraction of the volume for the random 

dense packing of monosize particles having a radius of R [21]. 

For 30 vol.% suspension of nanosized particles with a radius of 20 nm, the surface separation 

between two adjacent particles is calculated to be 1 1.5 nm, compared to 1 15 m for the same 

volume fraction sub-micron size (R=200 nm) particles. Therefore, for a nanoparticle (R = 20 

nm) suspension, adsorbedhound layers will overlap at 2a< 5.75 nm. The overlapped 

“adsorbed layer” associated with the particles will affect the mobility of the particles relative 

to each other, and hence increase the viscosity of the suspension. On the other hand, for the 

suspension of the same solid volume fraction (30 vol.%) containing micron-sized particles 

(say, R = 200 nm), the surface separation of adjacent particles is much larger than the range 

of the bound-layer thickness. 

In the treatment of colloidal suspensions of micron sized particles, the influence of the 

adsorbed layers on the flow characteristics of the suspension is considered negligible, but 

when the particle size approaches nanoscale, the role of adsorbed layers become quite 

significant. 

The analysis of the SZT-DSC measurements indicated that as much as 20 layers of water 

(-5.8 nm) were affected by the particle surface forces. Simple calculation shows that at 30 

vol.% solids, the bound water layers would overlap Ieading to an increase in the viscosity of 

the suspension. Indeed, the viscosity increased as the solids content reaches 28 vol.% (see 

Fig. 1). Therefore, it is plausible to assume that the overlap of the bound water layers was 

responsible from the observed viscosity increase. 

3.5 Effective particle volume fraction and critical thickness. 

Since a fraction of the water and/or solute molecules are bound to the particle surface, 

one might introduce “effective particle radius” and “eflective particle volume j?action” in 

order to describe the rheological properties of suspensions more accurately. Figure 8 is a 

schematic representation of particles having a bound layer around them, When dealing with 
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the flow properties of an aqueous suspension, a “hydrodynamic radius”, (R + 0, should be 

considered, where R is the particle radius and E is the thickness of the bound layer. For a 

spherical particle, the effective particle radius is taken as the same as its hydrodynamic 

radius, (R + I ) .  The effective particle volume fraction is then calculated using effective 

particle radius. 

The effective particle volume fraction, @ e i ~ ,  for spherical particles is then given by, 

(10) 
3 

Qeff = $x( I+I/R) 

where 4 is the solid particle volume fraction. 

Figure 9 shows variation of the effective particle volume fraction as a function of 

thickness of adsorbed layers for a nanosized particle (R=20 nm) for several solid particle 

volume fraction. For a suspension of any particle volume fraction, the effective volume 

fraction increases with the thickness of bound layers. Thus, for any given solids loading, the 

effective particle volume fraction is calculated as a hnction of bound layer thickness. 

Conversely, the critical bound layer thickness can be calculated using equation (10). 

Assuming random packing of equal-spherical particles and setting the maximum packing 

factor at 0.64 for the random dense packing [Zl], the critical bound layer thickness can be 

calculated for any given solids loading. For example, for 30 vol.% solids loading, the critical 

thickness is 5.75 nm. As discussed before, this value corresponds to about 20 monolayers of 

water molecules. Therefore, for 30 vol.% solids loading, if the number of adsorbed water 

layers is greater than 20, the bound water layers will overlap, 

3.6 Effect of fructose in reducing the viscosity. 

SZT-DSC measurements were performed on the aqueous suspension of nanometric 

alumina particles with various concentrations of fructose in order to determine the effect of 

fructose addition on the bound water content of the suspensions. 

Figure 10 shows the results for the 30 vol.% suspensions at several fructose 

concentrations. It is clear that the area under peak1 decreases with fructose concentration 

indicating that the bound water content is decreased with fructose addition. 
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One plausible mechanism by which fructose decreased the viscosity of the nanometric 

alumina suspensions is that fructose might adsorb on the surface displacing water molecules. 

It also conceivable that fructose molecules might have disturbed the long range ordering of 

water molecules that are adsorbed on the surface, thus making water molecules more 

“mobile”. As mentioned earlier, the adsorbed layers are formed through layer-by-layer 

hydrogen bonds extending from the particle surface. D-fructose has both hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic sites. When added to the suspension, there is a competition for hydrophilic sites 

of hctose between water molecules and alumina particles. The competition disturbs the 

hydrogen bonds between water layers, which weakens the interaction between the solid 

surface and water molecules. 

The fiaction of bulk and bound water may be estimated fiom Figure 10, provided that the 

heat of fusion for peakl, AHpeirkl, and the heat of fusion for peak2, AHpeak2, are known. In 

Figure 10, the first peak corresponds to the melting of “bound-ice,” and the second peak 

occurs at a higher temperature, corresponding to melting of “bulk-ice,” which is only 

perturbed by fructose molecules. Since the peak2 for the suspension without fiuctose occurs 

at 0 “Cy (i.e., it does not shift by the presence of nanometric alumina particles), AHpeak2 

should be taken as the fusion heat of fructose solution, that is AHPeau = AHw, which can be 

measured by DSC. Generally, the heat of fusion of the fructose solution, AHf,, changes with 

the concentration of fructose in the solution. Figure 11 shows DSC plots of fructose solutions 

at several fructose concentrations. The heat of fusion for different fructose concentrations 

was measured and calculated, and is given in Table 4. 

Table 5 summarizes the amount of bound water as a hnction of fructose concentration for 

a 30 vol.% alumina suspension. The table shows that as the concentration of fructose 

increased, the fraction of the bound water decreased. The decrease in bound water content 

with fructose addition follows a similar trend observed for the viscosity decrease with 

fructose concentration (see Fig. 2). 

Various experimental techniques point to a common observation that water molecules in 

nanometric particle suspensions are strongly bound to the surface and the surface forces 

extend long distances from the surface influencing the rheological properties of the 

suspensions. This effect is more pronounced at high solids contents, Addition of fructose 
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apparently either displaces the bound water molecules from the surface or disturbs the 

interaction of particles with water molecules causing a significant reduction in the viscosity. 

Table 4. Variation of heat of fusion for water with fructose concentration. 

~ 

Table 5. Reduction in bound water by fructose addition for 30 vol.% suspension. 

(1) Cr is fructose concentration in the suspension, 
(2) WI is the bulk water content calculated from the area of the peak2 in the DSC curves.. 
(3) WI, is the bound water content expressed as % of total 
(4) Wbr is YO of bound water reduced by fructose addition 

expressed as g fructose/ '100 g alumina powders. 
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4. Conclusions 

The role of fructose addition on rheological behavior of nanometric alumina suspensions 

was investigated. Differential scanning calorimetry and therrnogravimentry experiments 

showed that there were three types of water in nanometric suspensions: bulk (free) water, 

physically bound water, and chemically bound water. Bound water plays a major role in 

suspension viscosity. At high solids contents (Q > 30 vel.%), the number of bound water 

layers approached 20. At this level, bound water layers overlap, resulting in a dramatic 

increase in the viscosity of the nanometric alumina suspensions. A new term “effective 

particle volume” was defined, which takes into account adsorbed layers in determining the 

volume fraction of solids, Effective particle volume fraction was shown to better explain the 

observed flow behavior of the suspensions. The addition of fructose reduced the viscosity 

significantly, and is believed to either release some of the bound water from the nanometric 

alumina surfaces or alter the nature of the interaction between solid surface and water 

molecules, resulting in a significant reduction in viscosity. Further investigation in other 

nanometric powder suspensions is needed to establish the universality of the findings and the 

proposed mechanism oEered in this work. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS: 

Figure 1. TEM image of nanometric alumina particles 

Figure 2. Viscosity of the suspension of various alumina volume fractions with and without 
fructose additive 

Figure 3. Variation of viscosity with ffuctose concentration 

Figure 4. Adsorption of fructose on nanometric alumina as a h c t i o n  of fiuctose 
concentration in the suspension 

Figure 5. SZT-DSC data showing melting of ice for the aqueous suspensions of nanometric 
alumina particles at various solids contents. 

Figure 6 .  SZT-DSC plot for 60 vol.% aqueous suspension of the nanornetric alumina 
particles. Note that bulk (free) water peak almost disappeared. 

Figure 7. Plot of bound water fraction as a hunction of alumina solids content. 

Figure 8. Schematic representation of “effective particles packing” in suspension by taking 
adsorbed layer thickness into consideration. 

Figure 9. Variation of “effective volume fraction” at several solids content levels ( for 
nanometric particies with R=20 nm) 

Figure 10. SZT-DSC plots for 30 vol.% nanometric alumina suspensions at various fructose 
concentrations 

Figure 1 1. SZT-DSC plots for melting of water in fructose solution at various fructose 
concentrations. 
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Figure 7. 
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Figure 9. 
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Abstract 
The addition of fructose has been shown to reduce the viscosity of aqueous suspensions of 

nanometric alumina powders. Highly concentrated and flowable aqueous nanometric alumina 

suspensions were achieved. Oxygen- 17 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 

was used to investigate the relaxation time and the molecular mobility of water in the 

suspensions with and without fkctose. The results were related to rheological behavior of the 

suspensions. The study shows that there are fractions of bound water layers with lower 

molecule mobility and the viscosity decrease upon adding fructose is due to the increase of 

molecule mobility of water in the suspension, 

le Introduction 

High solids loading in particle suspensions is desirable in forming ceramic components 

since it reduces the shrinkage during drying and firing, increases the wet and dry strength of 

the as cast components, and produces a superior green microstructure with good 

homogeneity and few defects. Unfortunately, the green density is often limited by the low 

concentration of solids needed to maintain acceptable flow properties during shape forming, 
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especially for the suspension containing nanoparticles. Flowability of the suspension 

expressed by low viscosity is necessary in order to achieve the highest possible concentration 

and uniformity of suspension. Moreover, dense, uniform and crack-free bulk or film ceramic 

components can be produced by this kind of suspensions. 

The rheological measurements [ 1 ] showed that the aqueous nanometric alumina 

suspension system has an extraordinarily high viscosity in comparison with the aqueous 

micrometric alumina suspension. The rheological characteristics of the aqueous nanometric 

alumina suspension is primarily determined by a strong interaction between the particles and 

the aqueous solution used as vehicle. It was aIso shown that small amount of saccharides 

with low molecular weight, such as sucrose and fructose is very effective in reducing the 

viscosity of aqueous suspensions of nanometric alumina particles. The present research 

employs NMR spectroscopy as a probe to determine the mobility of water molecules in 

suspensions of various particle concentrations of A1203 nanoparticles with or without 

fructose and correlates this information with the flow properties of the suspensions. 

Water, as a vehicle in aqueous suspension, therefore, plays a very important role on the 

viscosity of the aqueous suspension. Recent work in our lab [23 showed that the behavior of 

water in close proximity of particles distinctly differs from that of bulk water as manifested 

itseIf by lower melting temperature for a wide range of solids content in nanometric alumina 

suspensions. These two states of water in the suspension should have different contributions 

to the rheological properties of the suspension. Free water molecules have higher mobility 

than bound water molecules. Higher the fraction of the water is ‘free’, the lower viscosity of 

the suspension is expected to be. Although the difference between the physical characteristics 

of ‘bound’ and ‘free’ water has been established indirectly by means of melting 

characteristics of ‘frozen’ suspensions [2 ] ,  a direct evidence that the mobility of water 

molecules changes by the presence of nano-particles is necessary to unequivocally relate the 

role that bound water plays in altering the viscosity of aqueous nanometric powder 

suspensions. Furthermore, if one can demonstrate the water mobility changes by the addition 

of mono-saccharides (i.e. fructose), a better understanding for the role of saccharide addition 

on the rheological behavior of nanometric powder suspensions may be gained. Nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has become an increasingly important tool in 
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probing the chemical and physical characteristics of various materials and processes. 

Differences in relaxation behavior of water in nanometric powder suspensions may be 

investigated by NMR spectroscopy. 

Proton, deuteron, and oxygen-17 NMR of water has been applied to the study the 

interaction of water with glass, [3,4, 5f clay, [6 ,  71 protein, [8] hydrated alumina, [9, IO] and 

silica, [ 1 11. A marked decrease in the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times, TI and T2, 

as well as an increase in the Tl/T2 ratio were observed compared to the values for ‘bulk’ 

water, The results were interpreted in terms of layers of water molecules with restricted 

mobility in the vicinity of an interface. Water molecules are dynamically exchanged between 

an environment in which they relax slowly (free water) and one in which they relax rapidly 

(bound water). Under conditions of rapid exchange on the NMR time scale, a single 

relaxation rate is observed and is the weighted average of the individual rate for each 

environment [lZ]. Accordingly, the signal is broader for a higher ratio of bound- to bulk- 

water. When the exchange of molecuIes between sites corresponding to different resonances 

is slow on the NMR time scale, multiple peaks can be observed, [ 131 

Somasundaran and Turro [ 141 investigated zeolite-water systems with particle sizes 

varying by a factor of 10. They found that the proton NMR peak ratio of the bound water to 

bulk water increases with decreasing particle size, indicating a greater fraction of bound 

water for smaller particles. They also investigated the hydrophilic alumina particIes, and 

found that the bound water peak decreases markedly with an increase in temperature. 

Compared to proton and deuteron magnetic relaxation, 170 relaxation has the major 

advantage that exchange processes between solvent and solute are generally slow, so that the 

relaxation processes of the different species can be separated; in contrast, proton or deuteron 

relaxation studies always have to contend with the problem of exchange between solvent and 

solute. [lS] In addition, I7O nuclear magnetic relaxation is unaffected by either cross- 

relaxation or chemical exchange and provides, a more direct means for probing hydration. 

[16] Therefore, we used 170 nuclear magnetic relaxation to measure the mobility of water 

molecules in the aqueous suspensions of various solid loading of nanometric alumina 

particles with and without presence of D-fructose. The purpose of this work is to employ 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to study relaxation characteristics of water 
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in nanometric alumina suspensions with or without fructose additive, and thereby obtain 

information on binding state of water molecules and its relation with viscosity of the 

suspensions. 

2. Experimental 
2.1. Materials 

y-alumina powders with an average particle size of 40 nm, were purchased from 

Nanophase Technologies Corporation (Burr Ridge, Illinois). Specific surface area of powders 

was measured to be 37.94 rn2g-I. Chemical analysis of the powder was provided by the 

manufacturer and given in Table 1. The specific gravity of the nanometric alumina particles 

is 3.6 g/m3. SEM micrograph of the as-received powders is shown in Figure 1. The particles 

are spherical in shape with particle size ranging from 10 to 100 nm. 

Table 1. Elemental analysis of nanometric alumina used in this study 

D-fructose was obtained from Sigma Corporation (St. Louis, Missouri). Formula: 

C6H12O6. Formula weight: 180.2. ElementaI analysis of the fmctose was given in Table 2. 

0 enriched water (40.2 atom % "0, and 7.4 atom % "O), was purchased from ISOTEC, 17 

Inc. (Miamisburg, Ohio). 
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Table 2. Elemental analysis of the D-fructose (supplied by manufacturer) 

Element Conc. (ppm 

w 
Element Conc. (ppm 

M.) 

Element Conc. (ppm 

Wt-1 
Ammonia 

content 

Aluminum Magnesium 
- 6 0 0  

Calcium <5 Residue on 

ignition 

Chloride 

Sulfate 

Insoluble 

Phosphorus 

Sodium 

<5 

4 0  

-4000 

Copper <5 <500 

~ 5 0 0  Iron Zinc 

Lead <I  0 <5 0 Potassium 
4 0 0 0  

matter 

2.2. Methods 

Rheology: 

Two series of alumina aqueous suspensions with and without fructose additive were 

prepared in deionized water. For each series, the solids contents of the suspensions were: 25, 

28, 30, 32, 35, and 40 vol. %. The concentration of fructose was kept constant at 18 wt.% 

(based on the alumina powder, g/lOOg Al2O3). So, a 1000 ml, 35 vol% nanometric alumina 

suspension with fructose was prepared by mixing: 650 g H20, 1260 g alumina, and 226 g 

fructose. 

Suspensions were sealed in plastic bottles and shaken for 72 hours at room temperature. 

Rheological properties were measured at room temperature by the use of RheoStress RS75 

rheometer (Gebrueder Haake GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany). The cylinder sensor system, 240, 

was used, and the suspensions were subjected to increasing shear rate from I to 300 s-I, and 

then decreasing from 300 to 1 s-'. Each experiment was run in duplicate for reproducibility. 

Relaxation/mobility Measurements 

Two sets of suspensions with and without fructose additive with the solids content of 25, 

28, 32, 35, 38, and 40 vol. %, using 1 atom % 170 enriched water as the vehicle were 

prepared. The suspensions were sealed in NMR tubes and shaken for 72 hours at room 

temperature before measurement. 
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Oxygen- 17 relaxation rates were measured for each of the suspensions at two frequencies: 

(i) at 27.1 MHz on Bruker AC 200 spectrometer (Bruker Instruments, Inc., Billerica, MA, 

USA), (ii) at 54.2 MHz on Varian VXR 400 or Chemagnetics spectrometer. The longitudinal 

relaxation time was measured by inversion recovery [17] (x-z-n/2 pulse sequences; T was 

varied from 30 ps to 30 ms with 11 data points. The 90" pulse width was determined 

separately for each spectrometer, 11 ps for AC200 and 22.3 ps for VXR400). The transverse 

relaxation time was obtained from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of absorption 

(Av0bsd) data according to Tl, obsd = l/(.nAv,~,~). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Rheological behavior 

Figure 2 shows the variation of viscosity of suspensions with the solids content with and 

without fructose. The viscosity of the suspension without fructose increases dramatically 

with the solid volume fraction. As seen in the figure, highly concentrated suspensions (above 

35 vol.% solids) are very viscous and as a consequence - does not easily flow. For the 

suspensions containing fructose, however, the increase in viscosity with solids content is 

much slower. Particularly, the difference between the viscosities of suspensions with and 

without fructose is much more pronounced at solids contents above 30 vol. %. Apparently, 

addition of fructose to the nanometric alumina suspension pIays a profound role in reducing 

the viscosity of the suspensions, especially at high solids loadings. Suspensions containing 

even as much as 40 voL% solids results in suspensions which can be poured. 

Saccharides are recognized with their adsorbing properties onto the oxide surfaces in 

aqueous media [ 181. This adsorption could occur by the hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl 

groups of the oxide surface and hydroxyl groups of the saccharide. Adsorption mechanism 

can be presented in two steps as described by Jucker et al [19]. In the first step, the fructose 

form hydrogen bonds with water molecules physisorbed on oxide surface. In the second step, 

the water molecules are displaced and the hydroxyl groups on the oxide surface are involved 

in the hydrogen bonding with fructose. Similar claims were made by Jones and Hockey [20] 

on sugar adsorption on titania surface. 
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Variation of the viscosities of fructose solutions at shear rate of 20 s-' are shown in Figure 

3. As expected, viscosity of fructose solution increases with the concentration of fructose in 

the solution, a clear demonstration of the fact that the addition of fructose alone does not 

bring about the reduction in viscosity of aqueous alumina suspensions. In order to 

understand the mechanism of viscosity reduction in nanometric alumina suspensions by 

fructose addition, interaction between alumina powder surface and fructose and water need to 

be elucidated. Changes brought up in the mobility of water molecules by fructose addition to 

the suspensions may shed light into the mechanism of viscosity reduction by fructose 

addition. 

3.2. Water mobility 

3.2.1. Water relaxation time in fructose aqueous solution 

The relaxation of water interacting with solute molecules differs from that in the pure 

state. Water molecules interact with the solute via hydrogen bonds andor electrostatic forces 

through their high dipole moments. At room temperature the correlation time, T, of rotational 

and translational motion of water which is on the order of lo-'' to s in pure state may 

increase to 1 0-8 or even 1 0-6 s in the hydration layer of macromolecules [21] giving rise to a 

drastic reduction in TI and T2 relaxation times. 

"0 relaxation measurements were carried out on water molecules in aqueous solutions 

containing fructose as solute. Variation of relaxation time with fructose concentration is 

shown in Figure 3. The Iongitudinal relaxation time, Tl, of water molecules in the solutions 

decreases with fructose concentration, indicating that more water molecules associate with 

fi-uctose moIecules via hydrogen bonds as the Concentration increases. Consequently, the 

mobility of water decreases with fructose addition. Qualitatively, relaxation time and 

viscosity change with fructose concentration correlate well for aqueous fructose solution in 

the concentration range studied. 

3.2.2. Water relaxation time in nanometric alumina suspensions 
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Rum et a1 [22] in their study of water-starch interaction found that the nature of water 

molecules in this system can be considered in several categories according to their mobility. 

Using the curve-fitting model, three types of water were identified, free, partially free, and 

bound, each of which identified with a distinct relaxation time constant. Earlier, Chinachoti 

[23 ]  showed that the presence of sucrose has a profound effect on the interaction of starch 

with water. The author mixed water with starch granules and the resultant blend was not 

fluid. Upon the addition of sucrose, however, the suspension became fluid. NMR results 

[24] showed that water mobility increased dramatically upon the addition of a small amount 

of sucrose, Since both starch granules and alumina particles are solids with very little 

solubility in water at room temperature, and their surfaces are hydroxylated, we assume 

similar behavior in aqueous suspensions. Starch granule consists of glucose mers with 

hydroxyl groups surrounding its ring. All these free hydroxyl groups can be involved in 

water adsorption. A similar behavior is expected in alumina particles, especially in 

nanometric alumina particles. Sucrose and fructose have strong affinity to water molecules 

and are highly soluble in water. 

Figure 4 demonstrates the effect of fructose on the flow characteristics of nanometric 

alumina paste simply but elegantly. In this demonstration starch was replaced with 

nanometric alumina powder and sucrose with fructose. Water was added to nanometric 

alumina powder at 38 vol. % solids resulting a moist, viscous blend that was intractable. 

Upon an addition of fructose, however, the mixture became fluid. Apparently, before adding 

fructose, water was immobilized on the alumina particles surfaces. Addition of fructose 

appears to ‘free’ the water molecules from the ‘bound’ state which reduces the viscosity of 

the suspension to a level that it becomes fluid. 

0 NMR spectroscopy was employed to provide dynamic information about water 

interaction with A1203 surface. The results were shown in Figure 5. The plot of relaxation 

time as a function of solids content indicates that: (i) both longitudinal and transverse 

relaxation times, TI and Ta, decrease with the volume fraction of alumina particles with or 

without fructose, which indicates that more fraction of water interacts with particle surfaces 

or stronger the interactions while solid volume fraction increases as expected; (ii) TI and T;! 

are higher for suspension without fructose than with fructose for the same solid volume 

17 
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fraction, implying that more fraction of water interacts with either particle surfaces or 

fructose molecules. Figure 3 shows clearly that fructose influences the relaxation of water 

molecules. In the alumina particle suspension with fructose, both alumina particle surfaces 

and fructose molecules have influence on the relaxation of water molecules, which made the 

TI and T2 values short compared with those of the suspension without fructose. The 

combination influences of particle surfaces and fructose on the relaxation of water molecules 

are complex. Short relaxation time in the suspension with fructose does mean the low 

mobility of water in the suspension with fructose. The mobility of water is determined by 

correlation time for I7O of the water molecules. A suitable mode was used to calculate the 

correlation time for I7O of the water molecules in the suspensions with and without fructose 

in the following section. In general, the addition of fiuctose in water decrease water mobility 

by creating fructose-bound water, which is liquid-like, [25] and therefore the mobility of this 

kind of water does not decrease much. However, the oxide surface-bound water is solid-like, 

and the mobility of this kind of water is significantly lower than the ‘free’ water. 

3.2.3. Mobility of water in the aqueous suspension of nanometric alumina particles with 

and without fructose additive 

Water mobility was determined by correlation time, T ~ ,  of the water in the suspension 

based on relaxation time of water. Higher water mobility is reflected by shorter correlation 

time which is associated with molecular motion. The simplest possible expressions for the 

relaxation time/relaxation rates that are compatible with these observations and with basic 

relaxation theory [ 1.71 are 

1 

0.2 

0.2 0.8 + 1 
R,(wo) = 

RZCWO) = - 

- - 
q u o )  - a + P (  1 $. (oozc)2 1 + {2W0TJ2  

1 + 0.5 
= a + p(0.3 + 1 

T2 (mo 1 1 + (ogzc)2 1 + (2WOTC)*  

0.2 0.8 
+ 2 )  

1 $. (ooze)* 1 + { 2 W 0 T c )  

1 R,(wo) = - - 

1 0.2 + 0.5 
= a + p(0.3 + 1 

RZCWO) = - T2 (mo 1 1 + (ogzc)2 1 + (2WOTC)*  

a and p are the parameters in terms of a two-state exchange model with two states (‘free’ and 

‘bound’ water). For fast exchange regime, when 02.z:<< 1 (z, in ps range), the terms in 

brackets are reduced to one, and R1 {or TI) equals Rz (or Tz). An example of this case is the 

presence of free water, which has z, of 3.3 ps (for 170 NMR), 
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Water in the suspension is considered as free and bound, based on its mobility. Overall 

relaxation rate (R1 or Rz) is then a sum of the weighted average of each contributed species. 

Therefore the following equations [26] can be written for alumina suspensions. 

R, = p, * 4,.{ + 4 ’ R,,h 

R2 = p/ * R2.J f 41 * R2.6 

where Pf and Pb are the fractions of free and bound water in the sample respectively; 

R,,j = R 2.J = A * ( l + $ ) * r c , ,  is relaxation rate of free water; 

is a spin-lattice (longitude) relaxation rate of 
2 2  

2 Rl,b = A .  S tC 

bound water; 

is a spin-spin (transverse) relaxation rate of 
Oa2 1 0.5 R , 3 h = A * S 2 * ~ c *  0.3-1- 2 +  

1-t-w z, 1+4w2z,’ 

9 
125 

bound water; zc is the correlation time for the motion of bound water; A = - a n2 . Ci, (CQ 

is I7O quadrupolar coupling constant (value of 6.67 MHz is used [27, 28])), q is asymmetry 

parameter (value of 0.93 is used), and S is the order parameter that describes the anisotropic 

orientation of water molecules in the vicinity of the alumina surface. 

Relaxation rates of free water are equal (R1,Awl) = Rz,r(ol)= R I , J ( ~ ~ )  = R2,f(w2)) even if 

measured at different magnetic field of 400 MHz (VXR-400) or 200 MHz (Bruker 

Spectrometer, AC200). Therefore it is possible to calculate T~ from the equation shown 

below, which was derived from equations 1 and 2: 

0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 
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38 

40 

The relaxation times and relaxation rates were recorded by two different spectrometers: 

VXR400 (TI', RI', TzV, Rl'), and Bruker AC200 (TI*, RIB), operating at 54.2 and 27.1 MHz 

for I7O, respectively. The data is given in Table 3. 

Theoretically, the fraction of bound water, Pb, can be calculated from the following 

equation: 

I 

259 470 268 48 1 1001 52 1 

270 513 280 493 1038 532 

However, the order parameter, S, is unknown. Previous work employed S=0.02-0.06 for 

water on the colloidal silica surface 127, 281, and S=O.12-0.15 for water molecules in the 

vicinity of the protein surface f16, 261. There is not an accepted value for S which can be 

used for describing the water molecules on the nanometric alumina particle surface, and 

moreover, the order parameter of water in the alumina-water-fructose system is even more 

difficult to assign, due to the complexity of the interactions between water with alumina 

particle surfaces and fructose molecules. 

By the use of data from Table 3, T~ was calculated based on the equations (3) [16, 261. 

The results of these calculations are shown in Table 4 and Figure 6.  
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Solid volume 

fraction, 'YO 

25 

28 

32 

35 

38 

A1203 suspensions AllO3-Fructose suspensions 

5c bf TC Cns3 

15.8 15.9 

19.3 16.3 

23.5 16.2 

26.8 18.7 

28 20.3 

40 

From Table 4 and Figure 6, one can see a trend that correlation time increase with the 

solid volume fraction for the suspensions with and without fructose, indicating that with the 

increase solid volume fraction the water mobility goes down. However, correlation data 

(shown in Table 4) suggest that water molecules are more mobile when fructose is added, 

since the T~ values of the suspensions with fructose are smaller than those of the suspensions 

without fructose correspondingly. Calculated TC values are practically same for the 25 vol.% 

suspensions with and without fructose, since the viscosity values €or the 25 vol.% 

suspensions with and without fructose were also very similar. For this relatively dilute 

colloidal suspensions (25 vol.%), the influence of fructose on the relaxation of water is 

considered significant compared with that of alumina particles. Furthermore, correlation time 

for suspension with fructose remain more of less constant up to 32 vol.%, perhaps 

concentration of fructose high enough to decrease the viscosity and hence the correlation 

time to a level that the solids content does not change the mobility of the water for these 

cases. 

29 21.2 

3.2.4. Change of relaxation time of water during drying 

In drying process, water molecules evaporate continuously and ratio of alumina to water 

(W~1203/W~20) increases. If there were only one type of water molecules in the suspension, 
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the relaxation time of water molecules should remain constant with drying process 

independent of the W A ~ ~ O ~ / W M O  value. 

The change of relaxation behavior of 25 vol.% alumina suspension during drying was 

monitored over 20 h at 50 "C. Both TI and Tz times decreased with drying time (see Figure 

7). The value of (R2-Rl) which is proportional to (pb*Tc) (cf. equation 4, and cor2~?>>1) 

increases during drying. These results, as anticipated, indicate the presence of bound water 

molecules (strongly interacting with nanoparticie surfaces), and the water mobility decreases 

upon d r y i n g 4 u e  to increased fraction of bound water as the drying progresses. The value of 

(Rz-Rl) shown in Figure 7 changes slowly at the beginning of the drying process. At this 

period, PI, increased, but the correlation time (zc) is still short. Therefore, the product of 

(Pb'Tc) increases only slightly. However at later stages of drying, Le. 8 to 16 hours, the value 

increased dramatically. In this period, both Pb and T~ increased resulting sharp increase in 

(R2-Rl) value. When the drying process approaches dry condition i.e., Pb+l, almost all water 

mo€ecules were bound, resulting in an asymptotic value for the (Rl-Rl). The same trend of 

relaxation rate response was observed for the corn starch-water system when concentration of 

starch changes from 0-35 g starcldmole H20 [29]. 

4. Conclusions 

Addition of fructose dramatically reduces the viscosity of aqueous alumina nanoparticle 

suspensions. Rheology and NMR relaxation measurements indicated that the viscosity 

decrease is not a consequence of reduced interparticle solution viscosity. 

Water mobility influences rheological properties of aqueous alumina suspensions, and 170 

NMR relaxation measurement is a suitable method in determining the mobility of water 

molecules in the aqueous suspensions. The overall relaxation time, TI and T2, decrease with 

solid volume fraction. The present study showed that bound water layers are associated with 

lower molecule mobility. The overall mobility of the bound water decreases with the solid 

volume fraction. Calculated correlation time tc increases from 15.8 ns to 29.0 ns for 25, and 

40 vol.% alumina suspension respectively. Upon adding 18 wt.% fructose in 40 vol.% 

alumina suspension, the correlation time T~ was determined to be 21.2 ns. The results of 

correlation time suggest that the reduction of the suspension viscosity upon the addition of 
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fructose is a result of enhancing water mobility of bound water by fructose, since the 

correlation time is shorter for the suspension with fiuctose. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 SEM micrograph of the nanometric alumina particles 

Figure 2 Effect of fnrctose addition on viscosity of alumina suspensions as a functionj of 

volume fraction of solids. 

Figure 3 Change in viscosity and relaxation time for water with fructose concentration. 

Figure 4 Dramatic effect of fructose addition on the flowability of nanometric alumina 

suspension. (a) 38 vel.% alumina suspension; (b) 38 vol.% alumina suspension with 18 wt.% 

fructose. 

Figure 5 Variation of relaxation time with solid volume fractions with and without fructose. 

Figure 6 Variation of correlation time, TC, as a function of solid volume fraction with and 

without fructose. 

Figure 7 Variation of relaxation times TI, T2 and (Rz-Rl) as a function of drying time for 25 

vol.% nanometric alumina suspension. 

Figure 1 
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Ames, IA 5001 1 

Abstract 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was employed to measure the surface forces between a 

sharp alumina tip with a radius of 100 nm and a nanometric alumina particle (40 nm in 

diameter) in aqueous D-fructose solutions. In pure water, a repulsive force was observed at 

large separations (>9 nm) becoming attractive as tip approaches particle (< 3 nm). The results 

predicted by Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory agreed with the 

experimental data describing the interparticle forces in water. In aqueous fructose solutions, 

the interparticle forces were considerably smaller than they were in water. As fructose 

concentration increases from 0 to 10 wt.%, the critical distances for “jump-to-contact” 

decrease from 3.2 nm to 0.8 nm. The “pull-off” force was greatly reduced from 1.5 nN in 

wafer to 1.1, 0.7, and 0.4 nN for 3, 5 ,  and 10% fructose solution respectively. The reduction 

in the interparticle force with fructose is inferred to be due to adsorption of fructose on the 

surface and hence alter the surface potentia1 and/or Debye length. Adsorption of fructose on 

the particle surface may be responsible for weaker interaction between the particles. 
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1. Introduction 

The surface properties of colloids are widely recognized as determining the flow and 

dispersive behavior of suspensions and particulate fluids. Recent work by Li and Akinc [ 11 

showed that the viscosity of nanometric alumina aqueous suspensions is reduced 

dramatically by fructose addition. Chinachoti [Z] also demonstrated a dramatic reduction in 

viscosity of starch-water mixture by sucrose addition. 

In the dispersion or agglomeration of particles in liquids there is a need to understand the 

way in which the particles interact. This is because the macroscopic behavior of particulate 

systems is inextricably linked to the microscopic details of the interactions between the 

individual particles. Consequently, knowing the way in which the force varies between the 

particles and the associated modeling of these forces is of prime importance [3]. Moreover, a 

quantitative understanding of the changes in colloidal forces caused by chemical interactions 

between the particles and their chemical environment is critical for the prediction and control 

of colloidal processes 

Recent advancements in technology have made direct force measurements possible in 

liquid by atomic force microscopy (AFM) [4,5]. Since then the use of the AFM for studies of 

this type has been reported by many workers on a wide range of tip-substrates and in various 

media. These studies have included a range of mineral oxides and solutions, for example, 

silicon nitride, AI.203, glass, and diamond-mica and glass in electrolyte solutions [6], a glass 

sphere and a silica plate in aqueous solution [5], silica and a-alumina for different values of 

solution pH [7], silicon nitride tip-alumina in electrolyte solutions [8], zirconia [93, alumina 

[lo], barium titanate [ I  I], and cationic polyelectrolyte coated silica surfaces in water and in 

ethanol [12]. It was found [SI that the measured forces agree well with classical DLVO 

theory at large separation (>3 nm) and at conditions intermediate between constant charge 

and constant potential. An additional repulsive force at small separation prevents adhesion in 

a van der Waals minimum. Butt [6]  found that in the presence of high concentrations (>3M) 

of divalent cations, where the electrostatic force can be completely ignored, another repulsive 

force was observed with silicon nitrde tips on mica. This force decayed roughly 

exponentially with a decay length of 3 nm and was -0.07 nN strong. This repulsion is 
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attributed to the hydration force. Veeramasuneni et a1 [7] measured the interactions between 

silica and a-alumina at various pH values. They found that the experimental data were in 

good agreement with theoretical predictions based on electrostatic and van der Waals 

interactions. And when the forcehadius values at a particular separation distance were plotted 

against pH, the transition from an attractive to a repulsive force occurred at pH 9.3 which is 

very close to the point of zero charge (pzc) of a-alumina as determined &om electrophoresis 

experiments. Pedersen and Bergstrom [9] studied the forces between a sphere and a plane 

surface of yttria-partially-stabilized tetragonal-zirconia immersed ' in aqueous solutions of 

low-molecular-weight (M,=lOOOO) poly(acry1ic acid) (PAA). They found the force results 

are comparable to rheological observations of zirconia suspensions stabilized by the same 

dispersant; the poor colloidal stability and high viscosity at low surface coverage of PAA are 

related to the attractive bridging interactions. Pedersen [lo] also found the force value 

compared well to theoretically calculated DLVO curves and were found to be between the 

limits of constant surface potential and surface charge for a-alumina sphere-plate system in 

the solution at various NaCl concentrations and pH values. The steric layers of bis- 

hydrophilic diblock copolymers formed of poly(methacry1ic acid) (PMAA) and 

poly(ethy1ene oxide) (PEO) on barium titanate surfaces was investigated by Sindel [ 1 13. The 

attractive forces were never observed. It is believed that the electrolyte level through the 

hydration of the polymer affects the conformation of the stabilizing PEO chains. Increasing 

electrolyte levels disrupt the hydrogen bonding between the polymer and solvent needed to 

create an extended polymer conformation. The interactions of cationic polyelectrolyte coated 

silica surfaces in water and ethanol were investigated by McNamee et a2 [12]. It was found 

that no obvious Stern layer is formated in ethanol, and there is a depression of the force in 

ethanol compared to water due to the polarity difference between the solvent and surfactant. 

However, all of the researches that have been done on the measurement of interactions by 

AFM were limited to larger micron-sized particles. Due in part to experimental difficulties, 

interparticle forces beween nanoparticles have not been adequately addressed. They are 

focused on the effects of electrolytes, pH, and/or polymers on change of the interactions, 
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The questions were raised: will DLVO still hold for describing the interactions in water 

between nanometric particles? Why and how does fructose change the viscosity of the 

nanoparticle suspension, although it is neither an electrolyte nor a polymer? 

The primary objective of this study is to determine the interparticle forces between 

nanosized alumina particles in an aqueous solution and understand the role fructose, a non- 

electrolyte, plays in altering the interaction between the particles in the aqueous suspension. 

2. Experimental procedure 

2.1. Materials. 
The nanosize alumina powders (99.99% A12031 were purchased from Nanophase 

Technologies Corporation (Burr Ridge, IL). The surface area of the alumina particles was 

measured to be 37.9+0,2 m2/g by nitrogen adsorption, corresponding to an equivalent 

spherical particle diameter of 40 nm. A TEM micrograph shows that the particle shape is 

spherical with a considerable size distribution and are agglomerated (Figure 1). The 

nanosized alumina used in this investigation was pure y-alumina phase, as stated by the 

manufacturer and confirmed by XRD pattern. The specific gravity of the y-alumina was 

measured to be 3.6 g/crn3. 

D-Fructose was purchased from SIGMA Corporation (St. Louis, MO). Chemical analysis, 

as provided by the manufacturer, indicated that it was 99.9% pure. All materials were used as 

received, without further purification. 

2.2. Experimental. 

2.2.1 <-potential Measurements. 

Zeta potential measurements were provided by Matec (Matec Instrument Companies, Inc. 

Northborough, MA) employing ESA-9800 Zeta Potential Analyzer. Solids content was kept 

at 20 vol.% while pH was varied from pH = 3.8 to 12 (See Figures 2 and 3). 

2.2.2 Classification of Particles. 

For accurate description of interparticle forces and appropriate modeling a narrow 

particle size distribution was needed. As received nanosize particles were classified by 
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centrifugation of a 10 wt.% alumina aqueous suspension at 4000 rpm for given time 

according to the Svedberg Equation [ 131, 

where XI is the distance from the axis of rotation to the bottom of the centrifuge tube, xz is the 

distance from the axis of rotation to the meniscus of the suspension, o is the angular velocity, 

t is the time needed for a given particle to travel the distance fiom X I  to XZ, q is the viscosity 

of the medium, and pl and p2 are the density of the particle and the medium respectively. 

In our case, x,=10.16 cm, and x2=15.24 cm; 0=4000 rpm; pl = 3.6 g/cm3 and p2 = 1 .O g/cm3. 

Sedimentation time for several particle sizes were calculated using the equation (1) and it 

was determined that for a narrow particle size range a centrifugation time of 17 to 22 minutes 

would be suEcient. 
' The 10 wt.% suspension was sonicated for 30 rnin before centrifuging. Eight centrifuge 

cycles, in the time range of 22.2 to 17.0 min, were used to collect 35 to 40 nm particles. The 

suspension was first centrifuged for 17 min and the supernatant was collected. A new 

suspension was prepared and centrifuged for 22.2 min, and the sediment was collected. The 

sediment was redispersed and the centrifugation cycle was repeated for a total of eight times 

to get a relatively narrow particle size distribution. The classified particles were dried at 80°C 

(to avoid hard agglomerate formation at higher temperature, e.g. 100OC) in an oven for 24 h. 

2.3 Sample preparation. 

In this study sharp tips with low spring constants (k=O.O6N/m) were used to capture weak 

interactions between the nanosize particle and the measuring tip. Ultra sharp contact silicon 

cantilevers, with the tip radius of approximately 30 nm, were used (MikroMasch USA, 

Portland, OR). Typically, colloid probes are usually prepared by gluing spherical particles on 

AFM cantilever springs [SI. Due to experimental limitations, only large (D>l pm) particles 

were studied by this technique. In addition, deformation of the glue under the applied force 

adds an unknown but significant error to the measurements. In the present work, a thin 

alumina layer was applied to obtain desired surface chemistry. The tips were coated with a 10 
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nm aluminum layer by electron beam-physical vapor deposition 

(Temescal BJD-1.800 E, Semicore Equipment, Inc., Livennore, 

(EB-PVD) for 50 seconds 

CA). The aluminum Iayer 

was converted to an alumina layer by oxidizing in air at 500 "C for five minutes. 

Pieces of silicon wafer measuring 1.5x2.0 cm used as substrate for particles were also 

coated with a thin layer (1 0 nm) of aluminum in the EB-PVD chamber. A tapping mode of an 

AFM scan shows that the thickness of the layer was 10.4 nrn. 

A dilute suspension (0.1 wt.% particles in DI-water) of narrow-size particles (35-40 nm 

in diameter) was dispersed in an ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes. A drop of the dispersed 

suspension was spin-coated on the aluminum coated silicon wafer at: a speed of 200 rpm. and 

dried in oven at 80 "C for 10 hours. Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of nanoparticles 

mounted on aluminized wafer substrate. 

2.4 Measurements. 

SEM/AES and AFM in tapping mode were employed to observe the colloid probe and 

the particle sample. Figure 3 shows the AFM image of the well-dispersed nanosize (35-40 

nm) alumina particles. It is clear that the classification procedure described above was able to 

produce a narrow size distribution in contrast to as received particles shown in Figure 1. 

SEM/AES was down on a Jeol 7830 F Field Emission Auger Microprobe (JEOL USA, 

Inc., Peabody, MA 01960) at Ep-10.0 keV and I ~ = ~ . O O X ~ O - ~  A. The SEM micrographs of 

the AFM tip before and after alumina coating indicates that the tip curvature increased from 

30T5 nm for as received tip to approximately 100 nm after alumina coating (Figure 4). 

Chemical analysis of the tip by Auger spectroscopy indicates that the treated tip was coated 

with an alumina layer as expected as shown in Figure 5. 

Force between particle and the tip were measured by a Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM 

system (Veeco Instruments Inc., Woodbury, New York) in deionized water, and in aqueous 

fmctose sohtions. 

Approximately 1 mL solution was added onto the surface of the substrate which 

contained nanosize alumina particles. The colloid probe was then completely immersed into 

solution. The experiments were carried out in an environment where the temperature was 
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25+2 “C throughout the procedure. The Z scan rate was set at 1.00 Hz and image scan rate 

was at 20.3 Hz. The scan area of 1 .OO pmx 1 .OO pm was selected. The force-distance values 

of 256 spots on the whole area of 1 pmx1 pm were collected. The zero distance was 

determined when the tip and the sample were just (‘in contact”, that is, when the deflection of 

the tip was the same as the displacement of the tip. At large separations the interparticle force 

was set to zero at which the deflection was constant. The forces were calculated by 

multiplying the tip deflection by its spring constant. 

2.5 Spring constant determination. 

The cantilevers that were used for detecting force values in water and in the fructose 

solutions have a nominal spring constant of 0.06 N/m (supplied by the manufacturer). The 

spring constant can vary fiom batch to batch and tip to tip due to small differences in the 

thickness. The treatment (alumina coating and bdcing) for the tips may also change the 

spring constant. Spring constants of the cantilevers were determined by “Cantilever-against- 

Cantilever” technique [ 143 immediately after each measurement. The technique depends 

upon comparing a simple physical measurement of the cantilever against known, pre- 

calibrated cantilevers. Figure 6 shows the schematic drawing of the technique. The force 

balance at point 0 is given by, 

F ’ = F  or k x h  = kknorvnXh’ (2) 
Where kkno,ml = 0.22 N/m; h ’ is the deflection of the known cantilever, h ’ = H 4; His the Z 

position of the tested cantilever; h is the deflection of the tested cantilever. For a given batch 

the manufacturer states the force constant to be k=0.06 N/m which is in good agreement with 

the measured value of k = 0.0627 N/m. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 <-potential. 

The <-potential of 20 vol.% nanometric alumina aqueous suspension as a function of pH 

is shown in Figure 7 with the isoelectric point at approximately pH=9.3. The <-potential 

remained more or less constant fiom pH = 3.8 to about 6.5 at about 40 mV. At higher pH 

values it decreases at a steady rate before crossing zero at pH = 9.3. In order to isolate the 
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role fructose play independent of the pH, <-potential of the suspension was also measured as 

a function of fructose concentration. Figure 8 shows that <-potential and pH changes slightly 

with increasing fructose concentration. Realizing that the solution is quite acidic to begin 

with and changes by about 0.5 pH unit (corresponding to a reduction in [H+] of 

approximately 2x104 M), is a significant change. Exact cause of this reduction in hydronium 

ion concentration is not clear. Since the variation in <-potential for the same range is only 

couple of millivolts, stripping hydroxyl groups from surface is not likely. Our previous work 

[l]  showed that fructose may cover up to 22 % of the particle surfaces. The pH change 

caused by the addition of fructose indicates that the adsorption of fructose on the particle 

surfaces may weaken the hydration force between the particle surface and water molecules. 

Even though fructose is not an electrolyte and dielectric constant of 2.5 wt.% solution is 

similar to that pure water [IS], it still can alter the electrostatic properties of the particle 

surface by steric shielding and cause the <-potential to decrease. 

3.2 Interparticle forces in wafer. 

Interaction between the nanosized hemispherical apex of alumina tip and the nanosize 

alumina particle in deionized water was measured to mimic the interaction between the two 

nanosize alumina particles. Although neither particle behaves as a free, spherical particle in 

the solution, the experimental set up described above was considered to represent the 

behavior of two nanosize particles in suspension. Figure 9 shows a typical interaction force 

(both on approach and separation) as a function of distance. On the approach curve shown in 

Figure 9, a slight repulsive force was observed below 100 nm separation. Repulsion force 

showed a maximum around 9 nm, below which repulsive force decreased sharply and at a 

separation of 3.2 m, the tip “jumped-to-contact” with the particle. The particle-tip 

interaction may be explained by the classical DLVO theory, i.e. at large separations 

(9<z<100 nm), interaction is dominated by the repulsive electrostatic forces and at short 

separations (O<z<9 nm), attractive van der Waals forces are dominant. At a separation less 

than 3.2 nm, the net interaction force becomes attractive leading to spontaneous jump to the 

surface. The DLVO theory was used to fit the experimental data to the approach curve. The 
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net interaction force between two spherical particles with radii of RI  and Rz at a surface 

separation z is expressed by following equation [ 161: 

where, cr is relative dielectric constant of the medium (for water is 78.36); EO is the 

permeability of vacuum and equal to 8.8542~10-l~ F m-’; ~0 is the surface potential; K-’ is so 

called the Debye length and given by (2n022e2/&&&’3-’’2 [16], where no is the number 

concentration of ions, z is the valence of ions, e is the ekmentary charge of electron, k~ is the 

Boltzmann constant and A H  is the Hamaker constant. For A1203-HzO system, the value of 

A~=36.7~10”’  J was used[17]. 

Using the surface potential, yo, and Debye length, K-’, as adjustable parameters, DLVO 

expression was fitted to the experimental data. Figure 10 shows that equation (3) describes 

the net interaction force between particles accurately for the whole range. The agreement 

between experimental results and the DLVO theory was excellent (except for the very short 

range at which discontinuous jump was observed), Best fit was obtained for the surface 

potential, yo = 151 mV and Debye length, IC-’ = 70 nm. The value of the surface potential is 

reasonable estimate for a <-potential of 38 mV which was given above for 20 vol.% 

nanometric alumina aqueous suspension. The surface potential obtained by fitting the data to 

DLVO expression is comparable with the values reported in the literature [7, IO, 181, where 

the <-potential of a-alumina is 37 mV at pH 4.0 [7] and the surface potential of a-alumina is 

26 mV at pH 6.2 and 0.0001 M NaCl solution [lo]. For the y-alumina, <-potential of 40 mV 

was reported at pH 6.5 with low concentration of NaCl solution ( l ~ l O - ~  mol dm”) [18]. 

Figure 10 is an experimental verification that DLVO theory can predict the net interparticle 

forces for nanosize particle suspensions as it does for micron size particle system. 

Comparison of approach and separation plots shows a significant hysteresis. This 

irreversible behavior is not surprising and implies that there is an activation barrier in 

detaching the particles which manifests itself with 1.5 nN “pull-off” force. It is anticipated 

that once the particles come in physical contact they form relatively strong hydrogen bonds 

between hydrated surface functional groups. 
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3.3 Particle Interactions in fructose solutions. 

The net interaction force between the alumina tip and the nanosize alumina particle as a 

function of distance in 3, 5 ,  and 10 wt.% fructose solution is shown in Figure 11, For each 

concentration, the net repulsive force upon approach is lower than that was for water (see 

inset in Figure 11). Also, the distance at which the tip starts to jump to contact with the 

particle was reduced by adding fructose implying that the attractive force was also reduced. 

Although the reduction in interaction force for all concentrations is indisputable, there is no 

obvious trend in reduction in the interaction force with fructose concentration. 

DLVO theory was also applied to this set of experimental curves using Equation (3). The 

dielectric constant for each solution was onIy slightly less than pure water (78.4 V.S. 78.3 for 

a11 fructose concentrations) [IS]. According to Lifshitz theory [17], the van der Waals 

attractive force (Hamaker constant) should not change significantly due to the small change 

in the dielectric constant. Based on this, the Hamaker constant, AH, was assigned a fixed 

value of 3 . 6 7 ~ 1 0 - ~ ~  J for the AllO3-fi-uctose solution. The results of best fit are shown in 

Figure 1 1 (inset) and summarized in Table 1. The surface potential and Debye length values 

obtained from best fit are reasonable except for the 3 wt.% fructose solution. The unusuaI 

behavior is also reflected in the experimental data for the same solution and this particular set 

of data should be considered anomalous. The source of this anomaly is not known but may 

be due to instrument calibration for that particular sample. In general, it is clear that the 

surface potential was lowered by fructose addition, implying partial neutralization of surface 

charges possibly by fructose adsorption. However, the reduction in surface potential is not 

reflected in similar reduction in <-potential. <-potential is reduced by only few mV by the 

fructose addition. Alternatively, one might consider screening of electrostatic forces by the 

addition of fructose which has amphibilic character. With what mechanism fiuctose alters the 

interactions between nanosized alumina particles is still unclear. 
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Table 1: Interaction parameters from AFM measurements 

Cf 
Wt.% 

0 

3 

5 

10 

y* K- ‘ X* FPldl* Wadh* YAlOH* 
mV nm nm nN mJ/rn2 mN/m 
150 64 3.2 1.5 14.3 7.2 

20 1.8 1.8 1.1 10.5 5.3 

68 60 1.6 0.7 6.7 3.3 

102 60 0.8 0 -4 3.8 1.9 

*x =‘Cjump-to-contact”, FPuil = Pull-out force, Wad11 = work of adhesion, ~ N Q H  = surface tension 

More important than the magnitude ofrepulsive forces at large separation is the “jump-to- 

contact” values in fi-uctose solutions. Whenever the attractive force between two surfaces 

exceeds the spring constant of the cantilever, the tip jumped to contact the particle surface. 

The spring constant of the cantilever used in this work was 0.0627 N/m. Figure 1 I shows that 

the distance for jump-to-contact decreased with increasing fructose concentration. Table 1 

gives the jump-to-contact distances as well as the depth of the force corresponding to this 

jump for several fmctose concentrations. Since the spring constant of the cantilever is 

constant, the correlation between the jump-to-contact distance and adhesion force is also 

obvious. It is believed that this change of short range interactions is strongly related to the 

change of the structure and orientation of vicinal water molecules on the surfaces. The 

contribution of the hydration layer should also be taken into account in the very short range. 

Pull-out forces between the tip and the particle in water and fmctose solutions were 

measured during retracting the tip from the particle surface. The retraction curves show 

clearly that pull-off forces in the fructose solution were much weaker than those in water yet 

for each solution the pull-out force was much greater than that of adhesion force (see Figs. 11 

& 12). Figure 12 shows that the higher the concentration of fructose in the solution, the 

weaker the pull-off force As shown in Table 1, pull-off force was reduced almost four-fold 

going from water (Fpull = 14.3 nN) to 1 Owt% fructose (Fpull = 3.8 nN) solution. 

Bradley [ 191 showed that the adhesion force between two rigid spheres is: 
F p u ~ t  2 ?TRI R/(R,+R2) W (41, 

where R1 and R 2  are the radii of the two spheres and W is the adhesion work, which is 

defined as the work necessary to create an interface area of 1 cm2 between two different 

materials or to separate them. Work of adhesion is given by the sum of surface tension 
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tensions n, E, and y/2, where yl and are the surface tensions for sphere-1 and sphere-2, 

respectively, and n2 is the interfacial surface tension between the two spheres which 

vanishes if the spheres are of same material and the adhesion work becomes equal to 2y. In 

the present case, the surface tension is taken as that of hydroxylated alumina surface in 

fructose solution: 

W = ~ / A I o H - s ~ / ' ~ ~ )  + YAtOfi-sol'n) - YAIOH-AIOH 

NN 2 YA [OH-Sol In) (5) 

Using the above expressions and the measured force of adhesion, the work. of adhesion 

and particle-solution interfacial tension was calculated. The results are given in Table 1. The 

surface tension value in water is significantly lower than that in the literature [20], where 

43.7 mN/m was reported for a-alumina. It is not clear if the behavior of a-alumina resembles 

closely to that of y-alumina in solution and of the particle size has an effect as it approaches 

to nano scale. The results clearly show that addition of fructose decreases particle-solution 

interface significantly, another evidence for the observed reduction in viscosity of the 

suspension with fructose addition. 

3.4 Water structure effects and hydration force. 

Although the DLVO theory predicts the net interaction forces between particles for 

nanosize alumina suspensions quite accurately at large separations, the theory and 

experimental data diverge as particles approach to contact.. Forces in addition to 

electrostatic and van der Waals must exist at least for the system under consideration. 

A number of previous studies [21, 22, 23, 241 have shown that the DLVO theory leaves 

many observations unexplained. Langmuir [25] and Derjaguin [26] postulated the existence 

of an additional structural force that seemed to be unique to water. This hydration, or 

structural, force is believed to arise from the strongly bound and oriented first layer of water 

molecules on surfaces, which may prevent two surfaces of particles from approaching any 

closer than 0.5-0.6 nm, the thickness of two water molecules. In order for these forces to 

influence the interparticle forces beyond a couple of layers, they must propagate further than 

one or two molecular layers. It seems reasonable that the first strongly oriented water layer 

could impose structural orientation on to the second and subsequent layers as suggested by 
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Israelachvili and Wennerstrom [27]. The range of this interaction was suggested to extend 

from nanometers [28, 29, 30, 311, to micrometers [32]. Our observations indicate that long 

range forces extend to about 6 nm. The previous work done in our lab [ 11 also showed that 

up to 20 water layers may be ‘bound’ on the particle surfaces for suspensions containing 32 

vol.% nanometric alumina. At even higher solids contents, the bound water layers overlap 

resulting in dramatic increase in viscosity. However, the number of the bound water layers 

can be reduced by adding fructose to the suspension [I]. Although the exact mechanism by 

which the reduction of suspension viscosity with fructose addition has not been established 

yet, there is a compelling evidence that fructose molecules disturb the structural order the 

water molecules assume in the vicinity of the particle surface. The reduction in short range 

interaction (both repulsive and attractive) and partide-solution interfacial tension with the 

addition of fructose lead to a reduction in the thickness of the bound layers and hence 

reduction in the viscosity of the suspension. Of course, as the particle size approaches nano 

scale, these effects become significant and perhaps dominate the flow behavior of 

suspensions. 

The change in the extent and structure of the hydration layer around a particle by fructose 

leads to certain implications. The hydration layer must be overcome before two colloidal 

particles can come into contact. Thus, the overall energetics of any association or 

dissociation process in water also involves what is commonly referred to as dehydration or 

hydration of the interacting surface groups. This in turn, determines the agglomeration 

behavior of the particles in dense suspensions. The overall energy balance that favors the 

association of two particles in water with fructose depends on a competition between 

particle-solute (fructose), soIute-solute, solute-solvent (water), and solvent-solvent 

interactions (including hydrogen bonds) which have yet to be elucidated. 

4. Conclusion 

For the most part, DLVO theory describes the interactions between nano sized alumina 

particies in aqueous solutions. The fit between the theoretical curve and the experimental 

data was found to diverge somewhat for fructose solutions especially at short separation 

distances. The experimental data showed that the interactions between the particles are 
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reduced by fructose addition. The spontaneous attraction (jump-to-contact) distance was 

found to decrease from 3.2 nm for water to 1.8, 1.6, and 0.8 nm for 3, 5 ,  10 W.%, fructose 

solution respectively. Similarly, the pull-off force was greatly reduced from 1.5 nN in water 

to 1 .l ,  0.7, and 0.4 nN for 3, 5, and 10% fructose solution respectively. The reduction in the 

viscosity of nanometric alumina aqueous suspension by fructose was attributed to the 

reduction in particle-particle interaction in aqueous solution. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. TEM image of nano size alumina particles. 

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of mounting particles on a wafer substrate. 

Figure 3. AFM image of nano size alumina particles on a wafer substrate. 

Figure 4. SEM images of AFM cantilever tip. (a) and (b) as received tip; (c) Alumina coated 

tip; (d) selected spots for the Auger analysis of the coated tip. 

Figure 5. Auger Electron Spectra of spots shown. Spots 1 and 4 are on the sharp end of the 

tip; spots 2 and 3 are on the arm of the tip. (see Figure 4) 

Figure 6.  Schematic diagram of the “cantilever-against-cantilever” technique for determining 

spring constant of a cantilever tip. 

Figure 7. <-potential vs. pH plot of20 vol.% nanosize alumina aqueous suspension. 

Figure 8. Effect of fructose on the pH and <-potential of 20 vol.% nanosize alumina 

suspension. 

Figure 9, Interaction force as a function of distance between the alumina tip and the particle 

in water during approach and detach. 

Figure 10. Force-distance plot for nanosize alumina suspensions in water. Solid curve shows 

the net interaction force as defined by DLVO theory. Note surface potential and Debye 

Length are used as adjustable parameters in Equation (3). 
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Figure 1 1. Interaction force as a function of distance between the alumina tip and the particle 

in fructose solutions during approach. Inset shows the DLVO best fit curves to the AFM 

data. 

Figure 12. Force-distance plots for nanosize alumina suspensions for various fmctose 

concentrations. 
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Chapter 5: General Conclusions 

The rheological properties are crucial to the formation of ceramic components, the 

physical properties of dried and sintered materiaIs, and the reliability of the final products, 

especially for nanometric particles. This thesis addresses the problem of rheological 

properties in coIloidal particle aqueous suspensions that arise during ceramic shaping. It is 

focused on four main aspects: (i) the changes in viscosity with particle volume fiaction and 

by D-fructose addition, a non-electrolyte, mono saccharide; (ii) the nature of water layers on 

nanornetric alumina particle surfaces and their influence on the rheology; (iii) the role of 

water mobility in the suspension and its relation with the rheology; (iv) the interactions 

between the nanometric alumina particles in aqueous fructose solutions. 

Low viscosity suspensions with high solid loading ate usually needed in ceramics forming 

process in order to achieve defect-free and reliable ceramic components. The research shows 

that fructose and several other mono-, di- saccharides, are effective in reducing the viscosity 

of dense nanometric alumina aqueous suspensions. Dense and fluidic nanometric alumina 

aqueous suspensions (40 vol.% solid Ioading) can be made by adding fructose. Why and how 

these kinds of molecules, e.g. fructose, influence the rheology? 

Although extensive work has been reported regarding the rheological properties of 

colloidal particle suspensions, majority of the work was on the role of pH, the additive like 

electrolytedpoIyelectrolytes, and polymers on the rheology. These additives certainly change 

the rheology of suspensions since they can vary the electrostatic forces andor bring the steric 

forces onto particle surface. To the best knowledge of this author, no research has been 

carried out to study the effect of small, non-electrolyte molecules, on rheology of 

nanoparticle suspensions. 

It is known that the rheology of colloidal suspensions strongly depend on the interactions 

between particle-particle and particle-medium. The research showed the high surface area 

nanometric alumina particles strongly interact with water in aqueous suspension, causing the 

pH down to 4. The interactions between the particle surface and wafer influence the viscosity 

of the suspension. TGA and SZT-DSC experiments identified three types of water in 

nanometric alumina aqueous suspensions: bulk (free) water, physically bound water, and 
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chemical1 y bound water. Chemically bound water represents the monolayer of water 

molecules on the particle surface. In addition, multiple layers of water were physically bound 

on the particle surface. The physically bound water melts at the temperature below 0°C with 

low heat of fusion. These bound water layers strongly affect the viscosity of the suspension, 

especially when the solid volume fraction is higher than 30 %. SZT-DSC analysis indicated 

the number of bound water layers on the particle surface approaches 20 at high solids 

contents ($>30 vol.%). At this level, bound water layers overlap, resulting in a dramatic 

increase in the viscosity of the nanometric alumina suspensions. 

The variation of viscosity by fructose must result fkom the change of interactions between 

the nanometric aIumina particles and water in the aqueous suspension. The research shows 

that the interactions do vary with the presence of fructose. 

The results of fructose adsorption measurements showed that only fraction of alumina 

surface was covered by fructose. However, it is likely that this small amount of adsorbed 

fructose is responsible for the pfl increase and decrease of the zeta potential of the alumina 

particles. It is believed that the addition of fructose weakens the interactions between particle 

surface and water molecules, as a consequence, water molecules rendered more mobile. 

Therefore, the reduction of viscosity upon addition of fructose is due to availability of higher 

fraction of water contributing to the flow. The overall level of water mobility was enhanced 

as determined by I7O NMR spectroscopy. SZT-DSC results indicated that the bound water 

fraction was reduced after adding fructose. According to equation (4) in chapter 3, fractions 

of the bound water in the suspensions could also be determined by NMR technique, if the 

order parameter of water molecules, S, was known. Unfortunately, the bound water structure 

is unclear, which hinders determining the fraction of bound water through NMR technique. 

The presence o f  fructose in the suspension makes the structure even more complicated to 

assess. 

The variation of interaction between the nanoparticles in water and fructose solutions was 

directly measured using AFM. The AFM experimental data showed that the interaction 

between the particles is reduced by fnzctose addition, The spontaneous jump-to-contact 

distance was found to decrease from 3.2 nrn for water to 1.8, 1.6, and 0.8 nm for 3, 5, and 10 

wt.%, fructose solution respectively. Similarly, the pull-off force was greatly reduced from 
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1.5 nN in water to 1.1, 0.7, and 0.4 nN for 3, 5 ,  and 10 wt.% fructose solution respectively. 

The reduction in the viscosity of nanometric alumina aqueous suspension by fructose was 

also attributed to the reduction in particle-particle interaction in aqueous solution. For the 

most part, DLVO theory describes the interactions between nano sized alumina particles in 

aqueous solutions quite well. The fit between the theoretical curve and the experimental data 

was found to diverge somewhat for fructose solutions especially at short separation distances. 

The research demonstrated that even nonionic, small molecules may dramatically 

influence the interactions between nanopartic-nanoparticle and nanoparticle-water in aqueous 

suspension. Therefore, these kinds of molecules may become new dispersants for 

suspensions with nanometric ceramic powders 

This research has, in the opinion of the author, shed some light into the rheological 

behavior of nanosized alumina suspensions and the role fructose play in altering this 

behavior. Though some strong signs were observed as to how fructose influence the viscosity 

of nanometric alumina suspensions, proof and detaiIs of fundamental particle/solute/solvent 

interactions as they related to rheologicd behavior have yet to be elucidated. 


